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Enhancing Defence Capability
Dear Readers,

The world is today a far more dangerous place to live in than at any
previous time in history. This is primarily because of the advances made
in communication technology and the spread of advanced weapon systems,
which can destroy targets at long ranges with great precision. Added to
this are challenges in confronting weapons of mass destruction (WMD)
and the danger of non-contact warfare, which makes the security
environment a veritable cocktail where competing inter-state disputes and
rivalries intermingle with sectarian, ethnic and social conflicts. In this
complex web of multiple security threats and the associated challenges,
the Indian Armed Forces need to be prepared for all eventualities, be it
guarding the national land and sea frontiers, the air space and the evolving
space and cyber domains.

The perennial question of butter versus guns will always remain a
matter of debate, especially in a country such as India where the focus
rightly is on improving the economic condition of the masses. But the
threats faced by the country, both external and internal also dictate the
need for strong and effective armed forces, to ensure that economic activity
can take place in a peaceful and secure environment. These conflicting
demands can however be balanced to a large extent if a concerted push is
made to produce most of the country’s defence needs within India. There
is a need for a strong technological push to make advanced weapon systems
locally, and this is possible only if the private sector steps in.

The government is now giving a push to establishing two defence
corridors, one in Uttar Pradesh and the other in Tamil Nadu. The need
for defence economic zones has long been felt, but the political push for
its realisation is only now forthcoming. This will boost the private sector,
especially the MSMEs (Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises), provide
employment opportunities to over 200000 people and more importantly,
ensure that a large part of India’s defence needs will be indigenously
produced. The defence public sector would also need to be drastically
pruned in size. A great deal of facilitation is required if the above initiative
is to succeed. In the coming decade, it would be important to also affect
reforms in the Ministry of Defence, to get in the desired level of integration
in the ministry as recommended by the Report of the Group of Ministers
post the Kargil conflict.
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Preview

It is said that the study of history is necessary

to understand behaviour of a country in any

given situation, particularly the ones related

to security. A good understanding of history is

therefore an important ingredient of statecraft. In

the present context of ‘Integration of Command

Structures’ we need to look into some historical

perspectives on war strategies since this will be

the bedrock of any larger national command

structure. Wars are a manifestation of the political

will of a country and therefore when one talks of

integration, it should not be limited to Armed

Forces structure alone, but that of entire organ of

the state which shapes political will.

Future conflict is not akin to the wars of

yesteryears. There is more and more focus on non

contact wars which are fought in new mediums

and domains such as cyber, space, electronics,

trade and communication.  New wars unlike

contact wars tend to minimise loss of human lives

and the emphasis is to cripple daily usage

infrastructure like transportation, power,

automobile, information support systems and,

communication; the broad intention being to bring

everyday functioning of the state to standstill and

create public unrest. This does not mean that there

would be no contact warfare. Countries which

have not migrated to technically advanced systems

will still have to rely on proven methods, and

countries like India, which are in transition, will

resort to hybrid warfares, and a combination of

contact and non contact warfare. Wars always

impact country’s economy, trade and the daily

lives of people and therefore it is necessary to

exhaustively study the impact of war before a

country jumps into the fray. The National

Command Structure which assesses the impacts

of war must include those organs of state which

are stakeholders in national security apparatus;

war has to be a nation’s war and not Armed Force’s

war, which was the case earlier, in which it used

to be fought far removed from civil areas. Today’s

wars impact people’s daily lives. Some are low

cost and yet cause large public impact, like the

Mumbai terror attack which kept the entire

government machinery engaged for four days in

which ten attackers killed over 157 people. It is

with this backdrop that an integrated national

command structure approach will automatically

lead to resultant reforms in many other institutions

of governance including the Armed Forces.

Ram Madhav in his book “Uneasy

Neighbours” makes a comparison between two

games played on board - Chess and Wei Che –

and says that “Chess is a game of single minded

pursuit of victory over the enemy. In this game

each player attempts to secure a comprehensive

victory over the other by removing his army and

check mating the king. Chess is all about total

victory or a draw when both sides withdraw

abandoning the hope for victory.” He adds, “…
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on the contrary, the Chinese game of Wei Che is

all about strategic encirclement. In Wei Che, there

is a board with nineteen by nineteen lines, and

each player tries to fill the slots by placing his

pieces- 180 per player. Each side slowly builds

up positions at various places on the board by

encircling and capturing the enemy’s pieces.

Multiple contests take place simultaneously at

different places on the board. At the end of a well

played game, the board is filled by partially

interlocked areas of strength. To an untrained eye,

the identity of the winner is not always

immediately obvious.”

Today, the nature of warfare has changed and

is unlike the game of chess, which is akin to wars

fought in yesteryears. We are witnessing cyber,

space, nuclear, electronics, communication,

optical and light being used as medium of warfare

to prove a country’s supremacy. These mediums

of war need large scale planning involving all

organs of the state, each working in concert for a

common cause of ensuring peace and prosperity

for their citizens.

Ram Madhav also quotes Henry Kissinger

from his magnum opus ‘On China’, who says “If

chess is about decisive battle, Wei Che is about

the protracted campaign. The chess player aims

for total victory. The Wei Che player seeks relative

advantage.”

He goes on to say, “Skilful chess player aims

to eliminate his opponent’s pieces in a series of

head on clashes, a talented Wei Che player moves

into ‘empty’ spaces on the board, gradually

mitigating the strategic potential of his opponent’s

pieces. Chess produces single mindedness; Wei

Che generates strategic flexibility.”

Thus, if chess is about Clausewitzian concept

of centre of gravity and decisive point then Wei

Che is art of strategic encirclement. Today, we are

witnessing a clear shift from chess like

‘elimination of the enemy’ to ‘encircle the enemy’

and leave no option but for him to follow your

directions.

Even older theorists and strategists have

spoken about wars and battles. The 400 BCE

theorist Sun Tzu talked about defeating the enemy

without resorting to a clash of arms. For him

combat was literally the last resort.  Quintas Fabius

(280 BCE – 203 BCE) talked about the strategy

of “fleet in being”, in which the presence of an

enemy fleet is sufficient to influence an opponent’s

strategy, even though that fleet rarely, if ever,

leaves port. Closer to home, Kautilya has

mentioned four kinds of war -  ‘Mantrayuddha’,

war by counsel (exercise diplomacy); ‘Prakasa-

yuddha’, open warfare at a time and place of your

choosing; ‘Kutayuddha’, concealed or

psychological warfare, instigating treachery in an

enemy camp; and ‘Gudayuddha’, clandestine war,

using covert methods to achieve objectives

without waging a battle. This could include the

usage of agents, double agents, allies and

supporters of the enemy. In fact, Kautilya goes on

to say that by adopting appropriate foreign policy

a head of state can bring prosperity for its people.

The focus of this article is to examine the

national command structures of leading powers

in the world which makes them effective Wei Che

practitioners.  Is it time for India to have a

comprehensive national command structure or

only compartmentalised military reform? If we

have Wei Che like national objective and also a

{4}{4}
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structure to support it, then there would necessarily

be a need to reform higher Defence Organisation

as a component of larger reform.

Synergy in National
Security Structures

A study of the United State’s security system

reveals that number of reforms over the years have

led to evolution of the present national command

structure. An evolved US administration structure

also necessitated reforms in the Armed Forces

structures. In 1946, the US established the

National Intelligence Authority under President

Truman. After WW II the international order was

aligning itself into two power blocks led by the

USA and the Soviet Union, each representing a

different political system. The US, the western

power, was leader of the free democratic world

and USSR, the eastern power was the leader of a

communist system. One was a practitioner of free

market economy, and the other of state controlled

economy. Each bloc represented different

ideological themes based on their history of

struggle. Yet the comparison between the East and

the West military powers reflected a degree of

parity whereas economic power was at large

variance, commercial practices being vastly

different.

The two power blocs, were always suspicious

of each other and closely spied on developments

in technology and economy. There was always an

apprehension in the minds of the leaders of each

bloc that the other may widen the power

asymmetry and upset the leadership balance. The

US considered it necessary to synergise its entire

organ of state to retain leadership of the free world.

The US and its allies also considered it necessary

to prevent the spread of communism, since in their

opinion it violated fundamental right of citizens,

namely, freedom of speech. Diplomacy alone was

inadequate to contain the Soviet Bloc. With this

backdrop National Security Council Act in the US

was brought in force which forms the basis of the

present National Security Council structure.

Indeed, with the passage of time there has been

restructuring to accommodate the realities of a

changing world and its geopolitics. Entire structure

of NSC represents body of synergised organs of

state which helps the US Administration exercise

comprehensive national power worldwide.

Much of Indian contemporary writings have

debated and argued restructuring of Higher

Defence Organisation. In the contemporary

context, Defence restructuring, i.e., CDS and MoD

integration etc should be a subset of a  larger

reformed Integrated National Command Structure,

and that needs to be given due consideration. We

need to become a Wei Chi player and not remain

a chess player in geo-strategic game.

Who are we to restructure for? Is it country

specific? Not really, it is for India to exploit her

full potential and place the country in her rightful

place in the world. If we have integrated national

structure which synergises long term objectives

and strategies, is inclusive of stakeholders in

national security, we probably may not have to

take knee jerk reactions. Most of our neighbouring

states are on the path of economic progress and

therefore they would avoid full fledged conflict,

else it could retard their own progress.  Recent

official study by the US Defence Department has

concluded that China is increasingly employing
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coercive measures, which are backed by its

growing economic, diplomatic and military clout

to advance its interests. At the same time it does

not wish to destabilise regional stability by

provoking full fledged war which could impact

its own economic development. China’s intentions

to replace the US from established world order is

well known but it encompasses its tactics of salami

slicing on land borders with India and in the East

Sea/ South China Sea where it openly flouts

internationally agreed laws. What the world is

witnessing is a synergistic National Command

Structure of China where its leader having absolute

power is challenging international rule based

world order.

Let us take a look at the two models of

National Command Structures. Firstly the USA

NSC structure is designed as the basic organisation

to provide advice to the Head of State (the

President) in all matters of national security, i,e,

military and foreign policy. The Council is the

principal arm for coordinating the policies among

various government agencies and monitor its

implementation as well as assess its success or

failure.

Post 9/11, the US created Homeland Security

Council but later in October 2009 the HSC and

NSC were merged into one National Security Staff

(in the White House). In 2014 the name of the

staff supporting the organisation was changed back

to NSC Staff. Essentially there are three

committees in the NSC:-

(a) Principals Committee -  Normally, the

NSA (who has cabinet rank status) chairs

the meeting and the attendees are,

Secretaries of State, Treasury, Defence,

Energy, Homeland Security, Attorney

General, COS White House, Director

National Intelligence, Chairman Joint

Chiefs of Staff, Director CIA, Homeland

Security Advisor and the US Ambassador

to the UN. When considering

international economic issues, the

Principals Committee’s regular attendees

also include Secretary of Commerce , US

Trade Representative and Assistant to the

President for Economic Policy.

(b) Deputies Committee – It is the senior

sub-Cabinet interagency forum for

reviewing and monitoring the National

Security process and directing the Policy

Coordination Committees. The Deputies

Committee is chaired by Deputy NSA or

Deputy Homeland Security Advisor and

attended by Deputy NSA for Strategies,

Deputy Secretary of State, Deputy

Secretaries of Treasury, Defence, Energy,

Homeland Security, Deputy Director of

Management and Budget, Deputy

Director National Intelligence, Vice

Chairman Joint Chiefs of Staff, NSA to

Vice President, Administrator of US

Agency for International Development

and Deputy Director CIA. Depending

upon the issues the Deputy or Assistant

Secretaries of executive departments and

agencies are called. Generally, Deputy

White House Counsel and Executive

Secretary attend all meetings.

( c) Policy Coordination Committees – These

committees are directed by the Deputies

Committee and are responsible for

{6}{6}
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management of the development and

implementation of NSC policies through

Inter Agency  Policy Coordination

Committees. They are the coordinators

for day-to-day activities pertaining to

their areas of responsibility. These

committees analyse implementation and

aide the Deputies and Principal

Committee. The Coordination

Committees are chaired by respective

Directors of NSC or National Economic

Council Staff. Attendees are generally

Assistant Secretary level officials of

relevant departments.

It can be observed that the departments which

directly contribute to National Security are part

of the structure which makes plans, implements,

coordinates, monitors and analyses the progress

and provides feedback to the higher committees.

It is Integrated Command Structure of a country

synergised to take decisions on national security

issues (not necessarily military security, for

example trade war against China, sanctions on

Russia and Iran etc). The approach is inclusive,

wherein most organs of the state are participants

in decision making process and ensure its

implementation. There are coordination agencies

for each set of activities. This agency also conducts

impact analysis to aid the principal participants

in taking further necessary steps. The National

Security Council, as a full council which includes

all three layers at times, is always chaired by the

the head of state, the President in the instant case,

and the Vice President is a statutory attendee.

The second model is the Israeli National

Security Structure. It is worth examining the Israeli

structure since the country has survived numerous

continuous threats from its inception. Israeli

system is quick to react and it reacts boldly since

advancements in niche technology has made it a

manufacturer of highly effective modern weapon

systems. It was only after the Yom Kippur war

that Israel established NSC as part of its Prime

Minister’s Office in 1999. The objective of the

NSC is to serve as a centralised advisory body to

the Prime Minister and the government regarding

issues of national security. NSC derives its

authority from the government and operates on

the directives of the Prime Minister. Broadly, the

roles are:

Make Senior Council forums and advice the

PM (and the government) on all matters of

national security

Make integrative assessment of the trends

in national security

Increase coordination and integration

amongst operational staff and authorities

Advise the government on all matters of

policy on security

Prepare long term perspective of the

country and make plans for action by

synergising elements of state, see its

implementation, follow up and provide

updates on activities

Maintain cooperation and coordination

with similar organisations of friendly

countries.

The NSC has three wings - Security Policy,

Foreign Policy and Counter Terrorism Bureau.

There are two advisers, legal and economic. The

charter of Security Policy wing and Counter

Terrorism Bureau is classified. The Foreign Policy
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Wing carries out political situation assessment in

the region, recommends appropriate Israel’s policy

towards these situations and also coordinates

strategic dialogue with similar organisations of

friendly countries. The differences between the

two National Command Structures - the US and

Israel - are stark and these are based on differing

political intentions. And these political intentions

are a reflection of the history of struggles that the

countries underwent and hence it determines the

path to be followed to ensure peace and stability

for secured and better living standards of its

citizens. It also reflects the pedestal of

development to which the country has climbed and

to the extent it intends using powers at its disposal

for retaining its supremacy.

Integrated Command
Structure - India’s Case

Do we have an effective structure to meet our

aspirations? After all, the country is on the path

of major economic progress. It has avoided any

major conflict, foreign policy has been effective

in overcoming occasional turbulences on borders

and we have a policy to increase indigenous

content in our defense equipment.

India’s former Foreign Secretary S.

Jaishankar, has said that the desired levels of

integration amongst stakeholders are achieved in

solving a number of complex situations. Is our

institution of Cabinet Committee on Security

adequately supported by multi-disciplinary body

to implement the policy decisions or are there

layers which delay decision making or

implementation? These are important aspects

which need exhaustive study. Is the National

Security Council Secretariat manned with domain

specialists and what is their equation with Foreign

Office and the Armed Forces headquarters who

ultimately convert policies into action? How about

major commercial and trade decisions which have

direct impact on national security?  Is it being

discussed across the table and who monitors these

policy implementations and provides feedback to

the CCS? Are the Departments of Finance,

Expenditure, Communication, IT, Space, Public

and Private Sector Defence equipment

manufacturers etc represented? One such model

may be worthy of consideration.

Integrated National Command Structure or

whatever else be its nomenclature, would be

headed by the PM. It could consist of:

Ministers of External Affairs, Defence,

Home, Finance, Communication, Surface

Transport, Civil Aviation, Atomic Energy,

Space, Information Technology, Railways,

NSA, Chairman Chiefs of Staff (or CDS

when appointed) and Chiefs of Armed

Forces.

The second layer could comprise of :

Deputy NSA (Coordination), Secretaries of

Ministries whose ministers are on the

Council, Three Vice Chiefs, CISC,

Chairman NTRO, Atomic Energy

Commission, Secretary (R) , Director

Intelligence Bureau, C-in-C SFC, Chairman

ISRO, DG DRDO.

The third layer of implementation and

coordination Committees:

Could be headed by  respective Deputy

NSAs (There should be following Deputy

{8}{8}
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NSAs with domain specialisation :-

Foreign Policy, Military Affairs, Maritime

Affairs, Border Management, Internal

Security, Trade/Commerce/Economy, SFC,

Space/ Cyber/Communication.)

Each Deputy NSA to be supported by

Director Level Officers from their own

domains (eg. Military Operations, Maritime

Operations, Air Operations; MEA’s Policy

Division, Border Management from Home

Ministry, Cyber from NTRO, Joint Director

IB, ISRO, DRDO etc.).

The composition of each of the layers and their

components could be deliberated and conclusions

could be translated into an act of Parliament. Many

decisions of this body may be based on concurrent

studies of the present NSCS. The third layer of

implementation committees will also have the

responsibility of analysis and feedback to the

higher committees.

Looking at the broader framework, one can

observe that national decision making body also

has implementation wing of the government

integrated within. The Ministries, Service

headquarters, Departments specialising in future

areas of warfare will have to reform themselves

to accommodate these structures. Many decisions

could be strategic in nature and the country may

have to bide its time before its capabilities become

at par with adversaries.

Conclusion
Attempt has been made to modify our existing

system to accommodate the new realities in

geopolitics. The civil and military infrastructures

are intertwined and any disruption in one would

have an impact on the other. For example, ease of

doing business in communication and IT sector

with a particular country may be lucrative and

cheap but it could run the risk of cyber attacks

which would impact matters military. These are

times of dual usage technologies and therefore

decisions of doing business with any foreign

country cannot be done on commercial

considerations alone. For our development to run

on fast track we have to have inclusive institutions

which would study, analyse, decide, implement,

monitor and provide feedback for reassessment.

The option of segregated small organisations is

not a choice anymore. India is a vast country, an

elephant and when the elephant rises it walks.

When the elephant finds a dragon it runs towards

it and forces him to vacate the space. Let us

remember that we should have all the

arrangements for a Wei Chi game now, to confront

future challenges.
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Introduction

Some years ago, the erstw Prime Minister,
Dr. Manmohan Singh very expansively
declared that India’s area of interest

stretches from the Gulf of Hormuz to the Straits
of Malacca and from south of the Siberian plains
to the Indian Ocean. For some it may have sounded
a rather bold statement but the growing economy
and industrialisation as also India’s thrust towards
attaining a seat in the United Nations Security
Council were symbolic of the emergence of India
as a regional power and the Prime Minister’s
statement was amply justified in its geopolitical
aspirations. However, the increased effects of
fundamentalism and radicalism have kept India’s
neighbours in a perpetual state of political
instability. The tense environment due to the
requirements of guarding the borders and the
internal security arrangements against anti-
national elements and terrorists has kept the
Government of India on edge for the past decade
and more. In this tentative and uncertain scenario,
where the vulnerabilities of the country are
certainly exposed, there is a crying need to ensure
that the Armed Forces, or the ‘Final Bastion’ as
one would say, remain fortified and do not suffer
from lack of adequate weaponry in the face of such

adversity.

The Third Dimension
Usage of the third dimension changed war-

Defence Modernisation – Air Aspects

FOCUS

Sumit Mukerji*

fighting forever, necessitating re-drawing

doctrines and tenets ingrained in militaries across

the world. The rapidity of the growth of air power

and its latest avatar, ‘Aerospace Power’ and the

multiple choices it offered made it the most

preferred instrument of warfare. The speed of the

aeroplane enlarged the battle space and increased

the theatre of operations.

However, the multiple utilisation aeroplanes

are also subjected to increase the complexity of

operations and, along with Naval forces, escalate

global influence and power projection. The

sophistication, speed, lethality and precision of

attack from the air has forced the ground

environment to cope with the growing onslaught

of technology and provide a counter. There is little

doubt about the necessity of boots on the ground

or the need for sea denial and security of SLOCs.

But the sheer dominance of air power in modern

warfare has ensured that whether Special

Operations or Manoeuvre Warfare, Amphibious

Operations or Counter- Terror Missions, they are

dependent on the Air Force to provide a sanitised

airspace for their success.

The Backbone – A Credible National
Security Strategy

The power of a nation can only be perceived

if it is projected appropriately. It is like the posture

of a predator which predicates its intention. A

*An alumnus of NDA and DSSC, Air Mshl Sumit Mukerji has served the IAF as a fighter pilot with distinction.
He has commanded three units, a MiG-29 Sqn, a MiG-25 SR Sqn and TACDE (considered the Top Gun
school of the IAF) and also served as the Air Attaché in Washington DC. Awarded ‘Shaurya Chakra’ for

gallantry, he retired in 2011 as the AOC-in-C of Southern Air Command.
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national security strategy of a nation serves exactly
this purpose. It is a projection, or a posture, of its
intentions and ability to fulfill given goals. Every
nation lays down a set of values or doctrinal policy
which act as guidelines for the executive. It is an
umbrella document which governs the way a
country is viewed, in international geopolitical
dynamics as well as by its own people. Is the
document necessary? Well, if you don’t lay down
doctrinal policy, then the country can be likened
to a rudder-less ship in a vast ocean – no control
of direction but averting disaster through ad-hoc
measures undertaken by those on board.

Alas, we in India cannot boast of a national
security strategy to guide us. Under the nuclear
overhang the subject of national security takes on
an ominous portent. The fact that warnings may
be too short, demanding quick reaction, it becomes
mandatory that the military (and especially the Air
Force) needs to possess a high degree of agility
and flexibility to make itself effective over vast
distances in the shortest possible time. Today, we
are faced with both a  conventional threat (under
a nuclear backdrop), as well as a nuclear threat
from our neighbours and we need to display a
posture which not only exhibits national power,
but consequently serves as a deterrent against any
devious intentions. We need to shed our policy of
“Dissuasive Deterrence” in the light of the
prevalent hostile environment and adopt a more
‘active’ posture.

Need for Force Modernisation
Given the rapidly expanding economic base

and the role we are likely to play in the world and
(in greater measure) in regional geopolitics, time
bound empowerment of the armed forces becomes
mandatory and a national task. The whole purpose

of maintaining the armed forces as a well-oiled
fighting machine entails a progressive
modernisation process to keep the force viable in
a rapidly changing technology environment. But
weapons acquisition by itself will not modernise
a service. It follows an overarching pattern of re-
orientating doctrines, strategy and operational
philosophy. The whole planning process is
complex and dynamic, needing acute perception
and foresight. Some of the factors that make up
the planning process are :-

(a) Government’s foreign policy and its
related geopolitical posturing and
aspirations.

(b) Economy of the state and its security.
(c) Government’s defence policy derived

from the above two.
(d) An overarching doctrine that flows from

government policy.
(e) Grand strategy that the government may

contemplate.
(f) Intelligence analysis of enemy capabilities

in the long term.
(g) Threat perception in the long term.
(h) Likely types of conflict (All out war /

Short & swift / Nuclear overhang).
(i) Gestation period for acquisition vis-à-vis

threat perception.
(j) Streamlined acquisition policy which

facilitates defence business.
(k) Multiple sources of supply (avoid all eggs

in one basket).
(l) Balance / mix of technologies to have a

cost effective force.
(m) Life cycle costs of equipment.
(n) Capability of assets – preference for

inherent flexibility / multi-role.
(o) Need for geographical distribution.
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(p) Support from indigenous defence
industry.

Essentially these factors contribute to the
conduct of a short and swift war wherein mobilisation
time frames are kept to the minimum and the enemy
is engaged in the full spectrum of warfare in all
weather conditions. We should be able to create
the pressure with asymmetry in technology and
numbers, destroy his potential to wage war and
his will to fight by reaching into his depth and
targeting his centres of gravity. Modern warfare
hinges heavily on technology, with sensors playing
a major role. The use of cyberspace with
networked data links contribute to shortening the
sensor to shooter loop providing more effective
targeting and minimising collateral damage.

Air Power and the
Changing Battle Space

There is no doubt that progress in air and space
has far outstripped not only that of the surface
forces but is constantly pushing its own
boundaries. Air power came to the fore in its early
years of employment and has remained a game
changer like no other element in the military
arsenal. As the sword-arm of the armed forces,
the IAF has to defend the airspace, react rapidly
to natural disasters and provide humanitarian aid,
in times of war achieve control of the air to allow
surface forces to carry on their operations, while
trying to reach deep inside the enemy’s territory
to target his centres of gravity. In recent times, a
new dimension has reared its head – that of internal
security threat through anti-national elements and
cross-border terrorism. It is evident that the canvas
is not only vast, but the complexities involved in
meeting the varied roles and execute them with
professional competence is no mean task.

Silhouetted against such a backdrop, the Indian
Air Force’s decision to have a mix of high
technology / medium technology / low technology
weapon systems and platforms, is not misplaced.

Historically, most weapon systems straddle a
cycle of 25-30 years, at which stage they either
need to undergo an upgrade, if viable, or become
obsolete and have to be replaced. Falling
economies and rising costs of technology
development and production do not allow
countries (even the USA) the luxury of replacing
military hardware at will. Every country around
the world is looking at upgrading existing systems
to give a fresh lease of life and then go for further
acquisition in a graduated manner. A factor which
has come to the forefront is the need for
developing systems with good growth
architecture, to allow for upgrades as the system
evolves in the service. That means it must fulfill what
is termed a “generation life cycle”, if possible.

The Indian Air Force Today
India is juxtaposed in a delicate position where

its threat perspective from hostile neighbours not
only takes into account the steady increase in
sophistication and lethality of conventional arms
in their inventory but also the factor of
proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction
(WMDs) in the immediate area, not to mention
the growing influence of non-state actors. The
canvas stretches to the corners of the frame and
each service has to identify its role and missions
to fulfill the country’s needs. The IAF would
typically have to :-

(a) Deter and counter aggression across the
expected spectrum of conflict

(b) Possess the capability to take punitive
measures when required
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(c) Provide adequate air defence protection
to the nation

(d) Provide unhindered operations to surface
forces through top cover

(e) Undertake special operations

(f) Possess adequate leverage in space and
cyberspace domains

(g) Have incisive capability to counter

terrorism and irregular warfare
(h) Execute a nuclear mission, if so ordered
(i) Conduct humanitarian assistance and

disaster relief (HADR) operations in aid
of civil society.

Whatever the attitude and profile of the nation,

the armed forces need to maintain a state of
readiness all the time and the cutting-edge Air
Force becomes most accountable in these

circumstances. It also becomes evident that the
means to execute the tasks must be adequate,
honed and in ‘fighting’ condition. The IAF has a

lot of existing baggage in the form of legacy
equipment which still has some residual life.
Because service lives are long (typically 30-40

years), the IAF is essentially dealing with three
sets of equipment or platforms. Firstly, legacy
equipment which has no further upgrade

possibility but has available residual life. In other
words, equipment facing obsolescence. Secondly,
a set of equipment which have upgrade potential

and residual life.
Finally, new equipment / platforms which

have recently been inducted or are in the

acquisition process. In fact, a closer look indicates
the ratio as 50% (in state of obsolescence), 35%
(mature state with potential) and 15% (state-of-

the-art). With two belligerent neighbours, these
ratios do not offer a level of comfort.

Perspective Planning
While everything hinges on the budget, the

government must understand that the defence
outlay has to allow the Air Force to reach a
contemporary balance of modernisation and
maintenance which will offer the most cost
effective and potent mix to reinforce defence
capabilities. The best mix of available resources
with an optimal mix of capabilities will be the
requirement of the day. Given the trend of the
government and the budget allocations for
defence, it is unlikely that the 1.6% of GDP figure,
even in times of crisis, will exceed 2.0%, although
2.5% would be desirable.

Because the strategic environment is in a
constant state of flux with shifting stances and
changing power equations and alignments, there
is always a case to do timely, judicious planning.
Because technology affects doctrine and
philosophy of military employment, changes /
improvements in technology directly impinges on
the threat perceptions and capabilities. Thus to
plan ahead to overcome the gnawing obsolescence
of equipment, provide the lead time to induct, train
and operationalise new acquisitions, the services
have, what is called, the “Long Term Integrated
Perspective Plan” (LTIPP). Spanning a period of
15 years it projects the services’ requirements to
the government to allow for budget orientation.
Sub-sets of 5 years Services Capital Acquisition
Plan (SCAP), which coincides with the
government 5 year plans and an Annual
Acquisition Plan (AAP) are modeled into the
system to ensure the gestation periods do not
exceed and provide the follow-on so necessary in
the process.

Since the LTIPP is a classified document, a
declassified version called the “Technology
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Perspective & Capability Roadmap” (TPCR) is
put up in the public domain to provide a guideline
and direction and the basis on which the industry
will focus its wares and the government will decide
on imports, within the framework of the stated
budget. It allows the industry to initiate technology
development and plan partnerships & production
arrangements.

Needs of the Indian Air Force
Perhaps the biggest need of the IAF is an

indigenous defence industry. In the TPCR 2018 the
IAF has indicated its aspirations for the future :-

(a) Geo-spatial information systems – which
provide aeronautical charting facilities.

(b) Anti-RPA (Remotely Piloted Aircraft)
Defence System to neutralise enemy
RPAs / UAVs.

(c) Tactical High Energy Laser System
(d) High Power Electromagnetic Weapon

Systems – to disable cellular / microwave
towers / communication networks and
affect C2 centers.

(e) Electronic Fuses for bombs.
(f) Long Range Glide Bombs (LRGBs).
(g) Aerostat Systems.
(h) High Power Ground Radars – Active

Aperture Phased Array Radars.
(i) Next gen Night Vision Devices (NVDs).
(j) Electronic Warfare suites for Medium Lift

Helicopters (MLH).
(k) Sensor Fusion Systems.
(l) Development of Stealth Systems.
(m) UAVs / RPAs.
These are some of the many representative

items that the IAF would like to acquire in the
foreseeable future.

The IAF had very realistically predicted the

draw-down of fighter squadrons in the past two
decades. So as the numbers dropped to alarming
levels, the IAF was least surprised. HALs
optimistic program to provide the MiG-21
replacement with the LCA Tejas has taken 35 years
and still not established itself. The performance
of HAL in this regard has taken a lot of beating
and needs no further flogging. Suffice to say that
after all these years the first squadron has only 6
aircraft. A production rate of 8 aircraft a year
promised by HAL with a ‘ramp-up’ capability to
16 aircraft per year utilising the now defunct Hawk
assembly line seems a pipe dream, given their
reputation.

Notwithstanding the criticism, there is an
urgent need for the LCA to succeed for the growth
of the aviation industry in India and for the country
to get on the path of self reliance. The IAF perforce
has to support the program and carry HAL piggy-
back for the numbers to be generated. Two
squadrons of LCA  Mk 1 will be ready by 2024-
25 at best. The IAF has ordered another 83 Tejas
Mk 1A which is expected to have enhanced
features such as an Advanced AESA radar,
reduction in weight and increased
maneuverability, easier maintainability and a more
effective target engagement system.

India’s Defence Procurement Procedure
(DPP) has been at the centre of controversy and
criticism from the time of its first edition. Periodic
iterations and tweaking, efforts to ‘short-circuit’,
‘fast-track’ procedures have not paid dividends
towards creating a favourable model for business
nor has it provided confidence and satisfaction to
the buyer or the seller. Time delays in the Indian
defence procurement system are legendary with
processes taking three / four or even five times
their stated periods. There is a continued lack of
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transparency and a constant fear of graft and
corruption dogs the process.

Indigenisation and Make in India
“India is the world’s foremost importer of

defence equipment”. We seem to wear this tag like
a medal, with great pride! But what a shame for a
country such as ours. We seem to revel in our
inability to manufacture defence equipment and
our defence industry has no worthwhile credibility.
It was probably because of our misplaced sense
of security that national interests may be
compromised which prompted the government to
make DRDO and the PSUs the sole sources of
military business. Not allowing private industry
to enter the defence sector has stunted our growth
in self reliance and indigenisation. Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s thrust to “Make in India” is a
huge developmental step which, strangely, has not
had the anticipated response. Here is an
opportunity to use our abundance of technical
talent and industrial space to set up infrastructure.
Participation by Small and Medium Enterprises
(SMEs) will be the natural fallout, alleviating their
financial status and enhancing the technological
base. To move the program, the government has
taken steps to enhance ‘ease of doing business’
by streamlining government clearances, taxes and
access. We need to improve on the quality of our
products to inspire confidence in the major players
for them to invest in the program, to ‘Make in
India’. There is a serious need to reconsider the
structure and functioning of DRDO and bring it
in line with private sector functioning.

Accountability must be enforced. User interface
must be increased to facilitate satisfaction and
trust. The ‘Strategic Partnership’ model is the way
to go. This will give rich dividends and enrich
our flagging defence industry.

Conclusion
Force modernisation is a time tested process,

well charted and systematic. The need to follow it
to the ‘T’ is the issue. Professionals at the service
headquarters are acutely aware of the requirements
of each service vis-à-vis the threat perception.
While defence budgets will remain low, given the
government’s prioritisation, we have to work
around it to ensure a suitable mix of technologies
in weapons systems / platforms are always
available to cater to any unforeseen contingency.
As the prime and swiftest means to react to an
impending threat, the Air Force cannot stand
denuded and look impotent to the enemy. As the
chosen instrument to deter any enemy and display
a show of force, the IAF needs to have the means
to execute its multifarious tasks. Multi-Mission /
Multi-Capable platforms are the need of the day.
While unit costs may be high, the force
multiplication factor vastly swings in its favour.
The draw-down of fighter squadrons is bottoming
out. A transformation is on the horizon. The
transformation would be complete once the Indian
defence industry attains some sort of credibility
and Make in India becomes a success story. Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s vision of enhancing
India’s area of interest from ‘Africa to the
Americas’ must be justified.
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Technology is known to gallop, and
therefore ‘Defence Modernisation’ is a
continuous activity for any military, and

is critical for the Nation’s Security. Every Head
of  a service is required to  ensure that his or her
arm  is ready to deter an enemy, and if needed
defeat the enemy in war, whose  capabilities  have
been studied and intentions gauged by a joint study
of threats, so that  the plans for  modernisation
can be  put to the Government. These requirements
are tabled with the futuristic acquisitions, in the
long and short term perspective plans (LTPP). In
India, Defence Research and Development
Organisation (DRDO) takes on the projects if it
has the ability.

The Navy updates its plans  from time to time
to keep modern and abreast  and  has issued two
unclassified documents titled, India’s  Maritime
Security  Strategy and Indian  Naval Doctrine, as
books of reference to assist planners in uniform
and officials  in the Ministry of Defence (MOD),
and others. The Navy  has also chalked out a
classified perspective long term plan of ships and
weapons with a target of 250  ships and submarines
and 400 aerial platforms by around 2027, from
the current 137 ships and submarines and 200
aircraft, helicopters and unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs).

In the present turbulent scenario, India’s
military is expected to be prepared for a two front
war and also has to combat terrorism from across
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the border and from air and sea.  India’s ground,
air and naval forces have to be kept modern with
up-to-date weaponry, training, spares support and
adequate War Wastage Reserves (WWRs), in line
with the Operational Directive issued by the
Minister of Defence from time to time, which
specifies the time lines for preparations, and
expected duration of war. The nuclear doctrine
for India which has a, ‘No First Use Clause’ is
separate. The War Book lists the actions by all
departments of the state. A classified Red Book,
is required  to give the nuclear guidelines, and all
nuclear forces are under the Strategic Force
Commander (SFC)  who is administratively under
the rotating Chairman Chiefs of Staff Committee
(COSC),  but  overseen by  the National Security
Adviser to the Prime Minister in PMO.

A modern military needs a capable
manufacturing base in the country. Victories  have
been snatched away with heavy national losses
because of lack of modernisation,  or lack of  war
wastage reserves (WWRs)  and this message is
not easy to send down to the Indian establishment
where the national  priorities are geared to
eradicate poverty,  dubbed as the ‘Guns Versus
Butter Versus Textbooks vs. Health’ debate. Yet it
is the duty of the Sovereign to ensure its forces
are kept modernised for contingencies they may
have to face, and this duty is even quoted in
Chanakya’s Athshastra. In India the Defence
budgets have been below 2% of the GDP so all

FOCUS
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modernisation suffers but Navy has kept pace with
self-help, and make in India.

At this stage it would be proper to state that a
Navy is a capital intensive service as it is three
dimensional, and ships, submarines and aircraft
cost a lot and ship building and upgrading a
platform is time consuming. Hence separate
maintenance facilities have to be set up unless a
tri-service approach is taken up for cost cutting,
at the inception of a programme. It takes few years
to build a ship and the Indian Navy has strived
from day one to construct ships in India and
maintained a fairly modern profile listed in this
article, and this has got something to do with its
history at its birth which needs to be recounted,
before any study of the modernisation aspects of
the Indian Navy can be discussed.

India’s Navy began as the Honourable East
India Company’s Marine on 5th Sept, 1612 at
Surat, and by the 19th century British expanded
their maritime headquarters in Bombay and
Calcutta. It became the Royal Indian Navy (RIN)
on 2nd October 1934 at Bombay and swift
recruitment began for war. By 1945, RIN’s
strength had multiplied fifteen times to 2,438
officers, 214 Petty Officers and 21,193 ratings now
called sailors, with 14 bases and a Training/Air
base on Cochin’s Willingdon Island for the Fleet
Air Arm, from where the US Air Force also
operated. In 1947 with partition it became a small
Navy of seven large sloops and thirty seven small
craft as one third went to Pakistan but it was a
war experienced Navy, and became the Indian
Navy in 1950.

Navy’s ships are ‘operated and maintained’
by the Ship’s Company, unlike the Army where
mainly corps of Electronic and Mechanical

Engineers (EME) maintains and in IAF, pilots fight
and the maintainers are ground based. On warships
all sail and sink together, so skills to keep the
machinery and drills in top shape and modern, is
everybody’s everyday business. It makes the
Indian Navy forward looking with international
exposure which has paid dividends. It is this self-
help tradition of 700 officers and 4000 sailors of
the Royal Indian Navy who spent months and
years from 1948 to 1960 in British dockyards,
shipbuilding yards in the UK, to bring back 22
ships which Included the then contemporary
cruisers HMIS Delhi (HMS Achilles 1948) and INS
Mysore (ex HMS Gambia 1958) and aircraft
carrier INS Vikrant (ex HMS Hercules 1961), to
remain a modern Navy as it expanded.

By 1970s Mazagon Docks Ltd (MDL now
MSDL) had built the modern Leanders led by INS
Niligiri with modern 4.5 inch guns, Signaal radars
(now Thales), Sea Cat missiles and UA8/9  EW
systems and Grasby sonars. The Indian Navy also
received Soviet ships, missile boats, aircraft and
submarines from 1965 from the Soviet Union
where some 300 officers and 3000 sailors spent
months and years standing by ships and acquired
ship fitting skills.

The Indian Navy is the only one of the Indian
armed forces that has been able to keep pace with
advancing technology and even has a flourishing
indigenous technology base for building world-
class, state-of-the-art ships and submarines that
is the envy of the world. Starting with Nilgiri and
then the Godavari Class, the navy has moved
rapidly ahead with the induction of the home built
Delhi, Brahmaputra, Kolkata, Shivalik and
Kamorta classes of ships, with  the successful
integration of the 300  km supersonic BrahMos
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cruise missile into the Navy’s armoury. Soon the

reality of the new aircraft carrier INS Vikrant from

Cochin Shipyard Ltd (CSL) will be a welcome

addition with two long range Italian Selex 40 L

air search and Israeli M/F Star multi function

active phased array radars, and this after the

nuclear submarine INS Arihant was

commissioned. Indian Navy became the sixth

Navy in the world to master nuclear propulsion.

The Navy’s air arm is world class with the

carrier INS Vikramaditya with Mig-29Ks and the

8 delivered plus 4 Maritime Patrol 737 Boeing

P8I planes, as potent  Maritime Domain Awareness

(MDA) platforms  with attack capabilities with

MK 84 Harpoon missiles and Mk 48 Torpedoes.

The Mig-29K has 9 hard points - 4 each on the

wings and a centerline station for VT/buddy

refueling pod. The four inner hard points can be

used for all weapons and fuel tanks while the outer

ones are for air to air weapons and the ASPJ

Jammer. The weapons include RVV-AE BVR

missiles, R-73 missiles and Khs-35 Uran air to

surface anti-ship missiles besides the standard

range of bombs and an internal GShSh 30mm

cannon on the port side above the wing root.

Any modernisation program is always geared

for the future and it involves selection of weaponry

for older platforms, budgeting and production of

equipment as far as possible within the country

so that it is not dependent on foreign imports, more

than it is necessary. With the advent of a Nuclear

Triad for India, the modernisation of India’s Navy

with costly indigenous nuclear propelled

submarines (6,700 ton Arihant class) with nuclear

armed underwater launched missiles (K-15/B-05

ranged 750 km and later K-4 ranged 2500km) for

deterrence, have been successfully delivered by

DRDO and BARC, under Naval supervision in a

Public Private Partnership (PPP) with Larsen &

Toubro Ltd (L&T). It has been an expensive and

technologically challenging proposition but the

Indian Navy has navigated the challenge well.

The Indian Navy has moved more swiftly than

the other two services. The Navy constructs all

its ships in India so hulls are fully indigenous in

the float sector and the Naval Design Directorate

ensures they are modern and suited for latest

weapon fits. The command systems have been

indigenised by the forward looking Weapons and

Electronics Systems Engineering Establishment

(WESEE) which has assisted Bharat Electronics

Ltd (BEL), to supply navigation and Revati

surveillance radars, the Command and

Communications  CCS MK II system,  the Ellora

and Ajanta EW suites and  latest sonars of the

HUMSA and USHUS panoramic display  family

developed by the Kochi-based NPOL, a naval

laboratory  of the Defence Research and

Development Organisation (DRDO).

Latest towed sonars (ACTAS) are being

procured from Atlas Electronix Ltd and also being

indigenised. The WESEE and BEL and private

suppliers of modems, has also space networked

the Navy with its NavNet and ISRO’s GSAT 7A

communication and data satellite Rukmini by

fitting Israeli terminals (Rukmani) from Orbit

Technologies on major ships, and BEL Link 2 on

smaller ships. These modern command and control

fitments enable Indian Navy to keep pace with

the US, British, French and  Russian Navies in

Exercise Malabars, Konkan, Varuna, and Indira

respectively. In Exercise Malabar the US Navy
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loans the CENTRIX system with observers for
common communication and plot pictures, in real

time.
The Navy’s gas turbines on the Shivalik and

Kamorta class and Vikrant are the LM-2500 from
GE USA, supplied from Hindustan Aeronautics
Ltd (HAL) and hence can be upgraded. Ukraine’s

Zorya-Mashproyekt supplied gas turbines as prime
movers on Type15/A/B destroyers, but all diesel
and steam engines are collaborated in India with

world class companies, as also support machinery
like latest pumps and generators and manufactured
in India.

During long refits of ships, new weapons and
equipment is fitted. The Rajput Kashin class ships
removed the P-20 and Volna-Pechora for BrahMos

SSMs and Barak-1 AA missiles and new radars
were fitted. All new ships are being fitted with
the  M/F Star E/LM 2248 Israeli Elta supplied

multi beam radars,  and the Shivalik class with
Anti Missile Direction Indicator (AMDI) E/LM
2242 radars  for guiding Barak-1 AA missiles. The

Navy has upgraded the Barak 1- to Barak-8 type
long range surface-to-air missiles (LRSAM) by
DRDO and Rafael of Israel in Hyderabad, India,

which IAF has also adapted in its  modernisation
with longer range with a booster.

On the submarine front 150 officers and many

sailors who went to Kiel and Lubeck and trained
at Professor Gabler’s Submarine Design Institute
to standby for the HDW-1500 submarines and

others to Russia for the Kilo class submarines in
the 1980s. They rose to the helm. With their
experience the Naval Dockyards have modernised

the old boats with USHUS sonars, Altas command
systems and Harpoon missiles are being retrofitted

on the HDW-1500 in India. All the Kilo boats have

underwater launched KLUB missile, but still go
to Russia for long refit and modernisation. The
first state of the art conventional Scorpene

submarine INS Kalvari with SUBTICs Command
and Control and SM-39 Exocet missiles has been
inducted in to service and 5 more will follow,

one every year, to modersnise the aging submarine
fleet.

The list of the Navy’s design and maintenance

organisations that support modernisation of
platforms are INS Eskila Gas Turbine Repair
Establishment (GTRE), the Defence Machinery

Development Establishment (DMDE) at
Hyderabad,  the Ship Building Centre (SBC) in
the Naval Dockyard section of Vishakapatanam,

the Submarine Design Group (SDG), the Director
General Naval Design (DGND), the Prototype
Training Centre (PTC), Ship Machinery Test

Centre (MTC ) and Advanced Technology Vessel
(ATV ) HQs now called Akashanka (hope).

 In the future plan the Navy will have 6 SSN

submarines, 4 landing platform deck (LPDs), 7
Type 17A modern Shivalik class frigates with
BrahMos missiles and 8 Mine Counter Measures

Vessels (MCMVs). The need for a modern Navy
is to have multi role helicopters which are essential
for modern ships and UAVs to augment the

Searcher and Herons in the Navy. But among the
most significant fact in the modernisation effort
of India’s Navy, lies in  the indigenous  naval ship-

building and fitting of weapons as the  biggest
success-story of  Make in India plans, and
designing and manufacturing the ships and an

aircraft carrier to nuclear and conventional

submarines.
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The spectrum of conflict has four segments
viz; nuclear, biological and chemical;
conventional, sub-conventional, and;

cyberspace. The conventional wars are getting rare
because costs of conventional wars have risen
phenomenally both in terms of finances and human
lives. Therefore, a quiet but significant change has
occurred in warfare, in that, while earlier it was
only conventionally weaker nations that waged
asymmetric wars employing irregular forces
against a conventionally superior adversary, now
even powerful nations have turned to this form of
warfare. Global players have changed largely from
‘boots on ground’ to ‘proxy boots on ground’.
There is no denying that as conventional wars
between states have receded, irregular forces have
emerged with greater strategic importance over
not only conventional but even nuclear forces.
Irregular forces having carved for themselves such
prominent space in the spectrum of conflict, this
in turn has provided increasing scope for
employment of Special Forces individually, as
well as ‘in conjunction’ proxy forces. To this end,
special operations conducted by Special Forces
need not be exclusive only, though these are not
talked about because of their clandestine nature
and for avoiding specific blame.

Global Trends and Irregular War
Extracts of a UK study titled ‘Global Strategic

Trend 2040’ relevant to this article are: one,
radicalization, extremism, and terrorism will
continue to generate threats - many operating

trans-nationally, requiring ongoing cooperation
and multinational interoperability between
security services to provide an effective response;
two, potential adversaries, both state and non-state,
will leverage high-technology niche capabilities
and employ innovative concepts of operation;
three, incidence of armed conflict is likely to
increase underpinned by widespread inequality -
population increases, resource scarcity, adverse
effects of climate change and increased
importance of ideology; four, future conflict will
remain unpredictable and violent - technology will
remain important but people are likely to provide
the asymmetric edge; five, cyberspace will be
widely exploited by all types of actors, and; six,
changing balance of power is likely to deter
military intervention by major powers outside their
spheres of influence; when intervention becomes
unavoidable, actors will seek to distance
themselves by use of proxy forces, cyber-attack,
as well as covert and clandestine methods.1

The above amplifies wars or conflicts that are
not really defined, are ambiguous with no defined
borders, and may not have defined actors to fight
against. Adversary can be state, non-state, state-
sponsored non-state, or a mix of all. For example,
the Afghan government is battling the Afghan
Taliban as well as proxies of Pakistan, in addition
to non-state forces like Haqqani Network, Islamic
State Khorasn and al-Qaeda, even as the latter two
may have underhand links with Pakistan’s ISI.
Similarly, in the Israrel-Hezbollah conflict and in
Syria, the main adversaries are non-state entities

FOCUS
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within the state system. That is why irregular
forces are in play in West Asia, Ukraine, and South
Asia. Consequently, even the US and NATO have
been battling irregular forces. These non-state
actors can act as proxies for countries but have
independent agendas as well. They can be trans-
regional, transcending air, land, space, cyberspace
and electromagnetic, even using weapons of mass
disturbance / destruction. Transnational nature of
threats and involvement of state actors in using
subconventional conflicts have increased the
complexity and technology empowers terrorists
to cause severe damage through cyber, financial,
kinetic attacks. The nature of irregular war makes
population an important centre of gravity.
Therefore, intelligent investments in population
at multiple levels including psychological, can
provide dividends in this type of conflict. This is
also relevant to areas of strategic interests abroad
where continuous perception building is of vital
importance – not just presence of Indian Diaspora.
There is heightened need for intelligence and
deniable covert capabilities that ensure deniability
of action for achieving strategic aims, both of
which require Special Forces employment.

The Chinese concept of unrestricted warfare
states that if mankind has no choice but to engage
in war, it can no longer be carried out in the ways
with which we are familiar; referring to terrorist
attack on US embassy, gas attacks on Tokyo
subway and havoc wreaked by Morris Jr. on the
Internet, degree of destruction not being second
to war, representing semi-warfare, quasi-warfare,
sub-warfare - embryonic forms of another kind of
warfare.2. Significantly, it emphasises most modern
military force cannot control public clamour, and
cannot deal with an opponent who does things in

an unconventional manner.3 On the battlefields of
the future, the digitised forces may very possibly
be like a great cook who is good at cooking
lobsters sprinkled with butter, when faced with
guerrillas who resolutely gnaw corncobs, they can
only sigh in despair. It also suggested developing
weapons that ‘fit the fight’.4 As far back as 2001,
speaking at the Regional Conference on Security
held in Bangladesh both Pakistani speakers (Shirin
Mazari and Lt Gen Javed Hassan) openly
advocated low intensity conflict, guerilla warfare,
indirect intervention, psychological warfare,
terrorism and subversion as a manner of tactics
short of direct all out military confrontation.5 US-
NATO has been suffering casualties in
Afghanistan because of Pakistani support to
Afghan Taliban and Pakistan-based terrorist
organisation, yet substantive financial aid to
Pakistan has only been affected recently, other than
drone attacks, but no other physical action against
terrorist sanctuaries in Pakistani side of the
Afghan-Pakistan border. This is because of
Pakistan’s strategic importance to the US as also
the CIA-ISI links.

In this context, it is also relevant to note what
abovementioned study ‘Global Strategic Trend
2040’ says with respect to military intervention,
which India should relate to its strategic partners
in the event of conflict with China-Pakistan, when
intervention becomes unavoidable, actors will
seek to distance themselves by use of proxy forces,
cyber-attack, as well as covert and clandestine
methods. We should therefore be clear that such
conflicts will essentially be fought by us, and us
alone. The US branding some mullahs ‘global
terrorists’, or even so-called bans by UN or
Pakistani government on terrorist organisations
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really don’t mean anything with the anti-India
terrorist infrastructure fully active.

Threats India Faces
The Indian Army has been talking of a two-

and-half front war for some time and this half front
getting with China-Pakistan surreptitiously
fanning insurgencies in India. Pakistan’s proxy
war on India needs little elaboration. ISI is engaged
in reviving Khalistani movement against India.
China provides tacit support to Pakistan’s anti-
India jihad and has been supporting Indian
Maoists, besides providing ULFA training, arms
and sanctuary on Chinese soil. Arms and
communication equipment are being pumped into
India, particularly to Maoists and the PLA of
Manipur. Chinese intelligence was behind the
NSCN (K) abrogating its 13 year old ceasefire
with India. In 2015, Chinese intelligence
orchestrated establishment of the United
Liberation Front of West, South, East Asia
(ULFWSEA) in Myanmar, combining nine major
militant groups of northeast including the NSCN
(K) and ULFA.6 With this, China has the handle
to create instability in our northeast while it claims
entire Arunachal Pradesh. The China-Pakistan
collusive terrorist threat is also manifesting
through Maldives getting rapidly radicalised by
Pakistani proxies. Chinese support to Pakistan is
becoming stronger with her strategic lodgment in
Gilgit-Baltistan with a PLA base in Skardu, China-
Pak Economic Corridor (CPEC) and Gwadar as
Chinese naval base. In addition, a joint China-
Pakistan military base is under development at
Jiwani in the Gulf of Oman and another PLA base
planned in FATA.

China sponsored Nepalese Maoists are linked

with our Maoists and China is pumping weapons
through Kachen rebels in Myanmar to insurgents
in Manipur and Indian Maoists. In Myanmar,
China has created her deadliest proxy in the 10,000
strong United Wa State Army (UWSA), arming
them with machine guns, rocket launchers, anti-
tank weapons, shoulder fired AD missiles,
armoured troop carrying vehicles and even missile
fitted helicopters.7 Hambantota in Sri Lanka leased
to China for 99 years is coming up as joint China-
Sri Lanka naval base. Gadhoo island in Maldives
is being developed as strategic support base by
China, and China has similar plans for a facility
in Seychelles.8 The Chinese base in Djibouti is
fully functional from where China has even fired
lasers at US pilots. Chinese engagement with
Bangladesh, Nepal and Sri Lanka has been rising
exponentially.9 Beijing’s broad-based military
cooperation agreement with Dhaka, Bangladesh’s
first military accord with any country apparently
has following objectives: to bring Bangladesh into
China’s strategic orbit; to gain naval and
commercial access to strategically important
Chittagong port connecting Bangladesh with
Myanmar; and to secure a doorway to India’s
vulnerable North-East.

India has been confronting illegal immigration
from Bangladesh and Myanmar. These,
particularly the Rohingyas, pose serious security
threat to India, given that the Arakan Rohingya
Salvation Army (ARSA) is headed by a Pakistani
national and the organisation is supported and
funded by Saudi Arabia and Pakistan’s ISI and
the LeT.10 China’s involvement in the Rohingya
issue and its nexus with Pakistan also gives it a
hold in using ARSA as proxy. Internally, India is
dealing with multiple insurgencies, Maoists being
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the biggest. Maoists need special attention keeping
in mind Pakistan’s ISI had arranged training in
IEDs / explosive for a core group of Maoists with
the LTTE.11 As early as 2005, Maoists were found
using ammunition with Pakistan Ordnance Factory
markings.12 STRATFOR warned in 2009 that ISI
was forging alliance with the Maoists and media
reports of SIMI training 500 Maoists cadres in
2008.13 There are 40 banned organizations, many
others have potential for active terrorism; Popular
Front of India (PFI) being one example. PFI was
traced after al-Qaeda and LeT footprints were
discovered in Kerala during 2005.14 Five PFI
cadres were caught in Kupwara few years back
attempting to cross over to POK. Evidence of PFI
cadres in combat uniform undergoing arms
training in jungles of Kerala exists. There is also
the problem of radicalisation by ISIS, Indian
Mujahiddeen etc. These insurgencies provide an
asymmetric battlefield for our enemies to exploit,
which they are doing.

Combined strategic objectives of China-
Pakistan vis-à-vis India are likely to be as follows:
keep India confined to South Asia through
asymmetric and hybrid means and capture as much
Indian territory as possible; expand joint power
asymmetry and indirect posturing in POK-
Pakistan to force India give up designs to capture
POK; hedge India’s economic rise while ensuring
availability of Indian markets to China; shrink
India’s Strategic Space in South Asia / IOR
through bringing smaller states in China’s orbit;
undermine India’s role in Afghanistan; dominate
Arabian Sea indirectly challenging India at sea;
perpetuate two front collusive hybrid threat
dilemma including destabilising India from within;
and scuttle India’s entry into Nuclear Supplier

Group (NSG) and United Nations Security
Council (UNSC) till Pakistan is also admitted.

Strategic Asymmetry
In the India-China-Pakistan conundrum,

China already has full spectrum conflict capability.
India and Pakistan are taking initial steps in
cyberspace but what should be a matter of serious
concern in India is that while both China and
Pakistan possess advance sub conventional
capabilities, India is lagging way behind in this
sphere. This is a strategic asymmetry considering
that sub conventional war is and will continue to
be the order of the day. Irregular forces can hardly
be deterred through conventional power but
somehow India does not appear to acknowledge
this. Operation ‘Parakaram’ post the terrorist
attack on the Indian Parliament should have driven
this point home, as also that direct actions like
surgical strikes only have tactical value, but of
little deterrence value at strategic level. Actually,
India has failed to create deterrence against
irregular forces relying mainly on diplomacy. In
this context, we also suffer from lack of strategic
intelligence and perception building through
engagements at multiple levels even in our
immediate neighbourhood; reverses in our
‘Neighbous First’ policy cannot be blamed only
on Chinese investment muscle. Not only do we
have asymmetries in the space, cyberspace and
electromagnetic domains with respect to China,
we also face unconventional warfare including
terrorism. China-Pakistan are working towards
creating instability in our hinterland. India lacks
credible deterrent against irregular/unconventional
warfare to break the China-Pakistan anti-India
nexus.
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Employment of Special Forces by
Foreign Armies

The US-NATO, Russia, Israel, China and
Pakistan are using their Special Forces pro-
actively not only for direct actions but to serve as
eyes behind enemy lines, keep areas of strategic
interests under surveillance, perception building,
creating an environment in own interest,
controlling the fault-lines of adversaries, building
partner capabilities. US Special Forces are
presently deployed in some 186 countries and are
active in West Asia, Afghanistan and Ukraine.
Russian Spetsnaz similarly are active in West Asia,
Ukraine and Central Asia. American historian
William Blum stated in 2014, “Since 1945, the
US has tried to overthrow more than 50
governments, many of them democratically
elected; grossly interfered in elections in 30
countries; bombed the civilian populations of 30
countries; used chemical and biological weapons;
and attempted to assassinate foreign leaders. In
many cases Britain has been a collaborator.” 15 The
contribution of the United States Special Forces
(USSF) in all this is obvious.

Chinese Special Forces are trained in rapid
reaction combat in a limited regional war under
high-tech conditions, commando operations,
counter-terrorism, and intelligence gathering all
integral to Chinese concept of ‘Unrestricted
Warfare’ mentioned earlier. China deploys them,
mixed with PLA troops, in all its development
projects abroad, tasked with information support
operations, strategic surveillance, training, arming
and advising dissident / terrorist / insurgent groups
in target countries, perception management and
evacuation of Chinese public in case of emergency.
It may be recalled that Chinese intelligence

infiltration operations into Nepal and Burma under
Mao Zhedong led to the rise of Maoist
insurgencies, aim in Nepal being to install a regime
that was not friendly to India and US.16 Chinese
nationals were apprehended with fake Indian
documents, on a mission to meet Naga rebels.
China had developed links with the Taliban even
before the US invasion of Afghanistan, and was
providing training to them in China. By abetting
insurgencies China keeps her adversaries
destabilised, suppressed and forced to look
inwards.

Pakistan’s ISI is linked with some 15 regional
and international terrorist organisations including
ISIS, al-Qaeda, Taliban, LeT, JeM, LeJ, HM,
Sipah-e-Sahiba, IM, SIMI, Muslim militant groups
in our northeast and PFI. Asim Umar, AQIS chief
of South Asia and Pakistani national, has called
on Indian Muslims to undertake ‘lone wolf’
attacks. The Myanmar-based ARSA too is
supported by ISI and LeT. Pakistan Army’s bible
is the book ‘The Quranic Concept of War’
published in 1979, that justifies terrorism, urging
jihad as collective responsibility of the Muslim
ummah, and is not restricted to soldiers. SSG
Pakistani army regulars and Mujahids are covertly
assisting Afghan Taliban in large numbers past
several years.17 In 2007, a Taliban commander who
turned out to be a Pakistani SSG officer was
killed in Helmand Province of Afghanistan by the
British SAS.18

Special Forces and Special Operations
The term Special Forces is often

misunderstood. The word “Special” should be
sufficient to understand that such forces are to be
primarily employed on strategic tasks beyond
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national borders. There is also tendency to mix
them with airborne troops who are trained for air
induction but on landing perform infantry tasks
including holding ground, even though behind
enemy lines. Stephen P Cohen wrote in his book,
‘The Idea of Pakistan’, “The task of Special Forces
is the proxy application of force at low and
precisely calculated levels, the objective being to
achieve some political effect, not a battlefield
victory.”19 This basic is ignored in India perhaps
because we still don’t have a National Security
Strategy, leave aside defining a national level
Concept for Employment of Special Forces.
Ignorance and inability to grasp the strategic
environment, its setting and compulsion under
which such forces are employed are evident.
Special Forces should be central to asymmetric
responses, which does not imply operating in large
numbers always since such response does not
automatically imply physical attack. A physical
attack is only the extreme and potentially most
dangerous expression of asymmetric warfare. The
key lies in achieving strategic objectives through
application of modest resources with the essential
psychological element.

We have failed to acknowledge that tasks of
Special Forces have widened to include
controlling fault-lines of the adversaries, shaping
the environment in favour of own country, building
partner capabilities and the like. Special Forces
do not create insurgencies but optimise prevailing
dissent and instability in enemy territory.
Employing Special Forces strategically is a
different ball game from using them as super
infantry in counter insurgency within India and
an odd trans-border direct action raid. Special
operations are ‘special’ or unconventional

operations undertaken by dedicated Special Forces
using unconventional methods and resources,
performed independently of or in conjunction with
conventional military operations. Such operations
are usually conducted at operational and strategic
levels in a low-profile manner that aims to achieve
the advantages of speed, surprise, and violence of
action against an unsuspecting target.

Optimising Indian Special Forces
The Naresh Chandra Committee had

recommended in 2012 setting up a Special Forces
Command. This should have been established
forthwith, however, during the Unified
Commanders’ Conference in July 2017, Defence
Secretary announced Special Operations Division
will “soon” become reality.20 What India needs is
a two-tiered special operations capability: first tier
under the highest political authority (the Prime
Minister) for politico-military missions at strategic
level and as deterrent against non-traditional
threats (could be termed National Operations
Division – NOD), and; second tier as force
multipliers for military operations beyond
capabilities of regular military troops under the
CDS / Chiefs of Staff Committee (could be termed
Special Operations Division – SOD).

The first tier (NOD) based on a ‘cutting edge’
numbering about two-three battalions needs to be
established, with the nucleus taken from existing
Special Forces. Special Forces Teams (SFTs) of
the NOD individually may comprise 25-50 or
more personnel depending on the country / region
and its relative importance in terms of national
security objectives. They should have
institutionalised access to integrated intelligence,
varied insertion and extraction capability and
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adequate support elements. It is important to
remember that special operations are typically
carried out with limited numbers of highly trained
personnel that are adaptable, self-reliant and able
to operate in all environments, and able to use
unconventional combat skills and equipment, and
special operations are usually implemented
through specific, tailored intelligence. The PM
would need an advisory cell comprising Special
Forces and R&AW officers tasked with: evolving
a national doctrine and strategy for employment
of Special Forces, oversee their manning,
equipping, training, consolidation, operational and
intelligence inputs, inter-agency synergy, strategic
tasking and monitoring of all missions. The cell
would continuously coordinate all source
intelligence gathering and automated analysis and
assessments (short, medium and long term)
supported by an automated decision support
system and real time dissemination to all
concerned including provision of required
operating picture.

China is using the concept ‘Deep Coalitions’,
which instead of being limited to nation-states can
consist, for example, of two-three nation-states,
civil society organizations, maybe a drug-cartel,
some private corporations with their own self-
interest at stake, an individual speculator, and who
knows what other components.21 The deep
coalition involves players at many levels of the
system. It is multi-dimensional with all these
groups operating all the time, in continuous flow
– multiplying, fissioning, then fusing into others,
and so on. Such a system is based less on ‘balance
of power’ relations among major nations than on
the ability to configure the right combination of
players at every level. This idea of ‘deep coalition’

has repeated references to the political role played
by non-state actors ranging from credit rating
agencies to narco-mafias, and its emphasis on the
“civilianisation of war” thesis, which blurs
concepts of who the war participants are -
nonprofessional warriors and non-state
organisations are posing a greater and greater
threat to sovereign nations. With such borderless
battlefield, it is no longer possible to rely on
conventional military forces and weapons alone.
It is a dirty war and India must get thinking on
these lines – series of ‘deep coalitions’ built around
Special Forces nuclei.

Conclusion
Swami Vivekananda had said, “We are

responsible for what we are, and whatever we wish
ourselves to be, we have the power to make
ourselves. If what we are now has been the result
of our own past actions, it certainly follows that
whatever we wish to be in future can be produced
by our present actions; so we have to know how
to act.” The costs of combating sub-conventional
conflict based on an inward looking policy will
continue to remain much higher – something
which we should have acknowledged long back.
We must get on with establishing the NOD and
SOD, for which the initiative will have to be taken
by none other than the NSA in concert with the
PMO. The need to rectify the strategic asymmetry
vis-à-vis China and Pakistan at the sub-
conventional level is an imperative that should not
be delayed further. This would provide a host of
low cost options with high dividends to the
political authority. We urgently need to establish
credible deterrence to combat proxy wars, which
may need to be exercised from time to time in
order to demonstrate its credibility.
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India aspires to be an economic and military

power. To achieve that, India must possess the

necessary military strength to ensure security

of its national interests in a dynamic international

geo-political environment. Worrisomely, slow and

tardy modernisation of the Indian armed forces

has been a matter of concern for all those who are

concerned with national security. Existing critical

deficiencies prove that India has failed to keep

abreast with newer weapon systems and

technologies. Many attribute this state of affairs

to archaic mindsets, poor planning and convoluted

procedures.

After the Kargil War, the Group of Ministers

(GoM) on National Security had also attempted

to identify the regime’s weaknesses. The Group,

in its report of February 2001, stressed the need

to bring about improvements in the structures and

procedures. Consequently, a new set-up was

established in the Ministry of Defence (MoD) in

October 2001 and a new defence procurement

procedure (DPP-2002) was put in place. Initially,

three routes were spelt out for progressing

procurement proposals, i.e. ‘Buy’, ‘Buy and Make’

and ‘Make’. However, within an year, cases under

‘Buy and Make through Imported Transfer of

Technology’ were also included in the procedure.

In the review carried out in 2005, the ambit

Modernisation of the Armed Forces:
Reforming the Defence Procurement Regime
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of the procedure was expanded to include the

offset policy. DPP-2006 contained three major

changes – splitting of ‘Make’ category; sub-

categorisation of ‘Buy’ decisions as ‘Buy (Indian)’

and ‘Buy (Global)’; and introduction of Integrity

Pact for all procurements over Rs 100 crore.

Subsequently, DPP-2008 introduced measures to

promote transparency.

Despite repeated reviews, there has been no

discernible improvement since 2002. Worse,

instead of streamlining the procedure, every

review has made the process more complex,

confusing and hard to comprehend. The latest

version (DPP-2016) is a mammoth document,

running into close to 500 pages. As the defence

production and procurement regimes remain

trapped in the quagmire of bureaucratic

inefficiency, the services continue to wait

indefinitely for new equipment to materialise.

Unquestionably, India’s defence procurement

system has been an utter failure.

Indicators of the Failure of the
Procurement Regime

The stated objective of the procurement

procedure is threefold – to ensure expeditious

procurement of the approved requirements of the

armed forces in terms of capabilities sought and

FOCUS
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time frame prescribed by optimally utilising the

allocated budgetary resources; to demonstrate the

highest degree of probity and public

accountability, transparency in operations, free

competition and impartiality; and to keep the goal

of achieving self-reliance in defence equipment

in mind.1 As stated earlier, despite all efforts, there

has been no speeding up of the procurement

process. Funds continue to get surrendered while

the services remain deprived of critical equipment.

Decision making continues to be highly sporadic

and erratic. Questions are still being raised

regarding lack of transparency and objectivity of

the process. Competition remains limited.

Indigenous defence production continues to

languish. The country remains dependent on

imports for all major requirements. Quite

shamefully, India holds the dubious distinction of

being the largest importer of conventional

weapons in the world.

Ideally, inventory of a military should consist

of 30 percent state of the art equipment, 40 percent

equipment of matured technologies and 30 percent

equipment nearing obsolescence. In India’s case,

the respective percentages are 15, 35 and 50. Thus,

in addition to regular modernisation/upgradation

plans, India has to make up the existence

deficiency of 15 percent of the state of the art

equipment. It is a huge challenge as modernisation

of the armed forces is lagging behind by more than

10 years. See Illustration 1.

India’s defence industry is in a pitiable state

solely due to the gross inefficiency of the public

sector. Instead of mastering imported technology

and using it as a spring board to develop newer

technologies, the public sector has found the

easiest way of making money by acting as pure

traders – assembling imported subsystems and

selling them to the captive military at unethically

exorbitant profits.

Every effort is made to inhibit the entry of

private companies in the defence sector, lest they

provide competition to the sloppy public sector.

Enormous potential of India’s vibrant private

Illustration 1: India’s Defence Inventory – Worrisome Level of Obsolescence
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sector remains untapped. Efforts to recognise the

well-established private companies as Raksha

Utpadan Ratna have been aborted. The much

awaited policy on Strategic Partnership continues

to remain under consideration since 2016. As

regards DPP, not a single major contract has been

successfully concluded since 2001 in a

competitive environment without getting

embroiled in allegations of wrong doings. Every

successful deal has been on single-vendor

government-to-government basis, showing total

hollowness of the procurement system. The

‘Make’ procedure has been a non-starter.

All nations seek offsets that are in consonance

with their national needs – either to meet an urgent

economic need or to fill a critical technology void.

Shockingly, India has abdicated the right to select

methodology, fields and offset programmes to the

vendors, thereby rendering India’s needs

inconsequential. As is expected, foreign vendors

opt for programmes that cost the least and are easy

to fulfil. Since India lacks a credible verification

mechanism, it is an open invitation to

unscrupulous foreign vendors and their dishonest

Indian partners to collude and cheat the country

by presenting exaggerated claims. MoD has no

option but to accept their claims at their face value.

The Comptroller and Auditor General (CAG) has

severely faulted the offset regime on multiple

counts.2

Reasons for Failure
Apparently, the government has failed to put

in place a responsive, dynamic and effective

defence procurement regime. The complete

process suffers from indifference, apathy,

inefficiency and lassitude. Old bureaucratic

mindsets and penchant for status-quoism inhibit

forward thinking.

It appears paradoxical and incongruous that

repeated reviews of DPP result in retrograde

measures. Every provision is public sector centric.

Despite loads of frequently doled out promises,

the private sector continuous to be a fringe player

with enormous untapped potential. Clout wielded

by the public sector stalls every move towards

open competition. With a view to safeguard

interests of an inefficient and uncompetitive public

sector, all policy initiatives attempt to ensure its

monopoly and predominance.

There are 39 ordnance factories and the

Ordnance Factory Board is the largest

departmentally run industrial undertaking in the

country. In addition, MoD has 9 defence public

sector undertakings. Despite getting preferential

treatment from MoD, they have singularly failed

to keep pace with world-wide developments. They

thrive on periodic infusion of transferred

technology and have developed no indigenous

competence.3

The Defence Research and Development

Organisation (DRDO) is like an albatross around

the services’ neck. It promises a lot but delivers

little. Not a single state-of-the-art weapon system

has been developed or produced by it so far. On

numerous occasions, the services have been

denied urgently required equipment because of

DRDO’s claims of indigenous development. Even

if DRDO is able to make some progress in a few

cases, it is always done with major compromises

with respect to the stated qualitative requirements.

The services are forced to accept sub-optimal
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equipment. It has been a history of false claims,

tall promises, unexplained delays and sub-optimal

products.4 Recent restructuring of DRDO has been

a meaningless exercise.

Indifferent quality of the acquisition staff is
the single most important reason for delays in

procurements. Officials who perform acquisition

functions are drawn from the civil services,

defence forces and the defence finance. No one is

selected for any special talent/qualification/flair

for the job. Worse, no training is ever provided to

them. Resultantly, their approach remains

entrenched in bureaucratic mediocrity and

procedural quagmire.5 Even CAG was forced to

highlight the fact that defence acquisition was a

cross-disciplinary activity requiring expertise and

criticised the system of entrusting acquisitions to

unspecialised personnel posted for three-year

tenures.

As per the Indian offset policy, all defence

contracts where the estimated cost of the proposal

is Rs 2,000 crore or more will attract a minimum

offset obligation of 30 percent of the estimated

cost.6 Foreign vendors are unconvinced that the

Indian industry can absorb offsets worth billions

of dollars.

Indian officialdom is known for its haughty

and pretentious attitude. Though called public

servants, most officials consider themselves to be

rulers and behave accordingly. Additionally, as

awarders of high value contracts, they assume the

role of dispensers of favours.7 Rather than

considering businessmen as partners in enhancing

nation’s defence preparedness, they are ill-treated.

This adversarial relationship results in total lack

of communication resulting in misapprehensions,

and thereby, giving rise to doubts about the

transparency and fairness of the process. Many

aspiring entrants lose heart and get dissuaded.

Recommended Reforms
In the absence of a strong will to transform,

India continues to flounder in the labyrinths of

bureaucratic indecision while the country suffers

– the armed forces are not getting the required

equipment in time and the indigenous defence

production is languishing. True test of national

leadership is not routine governance but ability to

take bold and radical decisions to put a derailed

and inefficient system back on track. Here are

some recommendations for the government to

consider:

1) Creation of an Empowered
     Independent Entity

To start with, it must be appreciated that

planning and implementation functions are

distinctly different. They demand dissimilar but

highly focused treatment. Therefore, they must be

segregated. Planning functions should primarily

be performed by officials and military leaders who

possess necessary understanding of the national

security concerns. On the other hand,

implementation functions must be entrusted to

professionals who are fully conversant with

modern technologies and are aware of the latest

management techniques to administer multi-

faceted and multi-agency programmes.8 See

Illustration 2.

A Defence Perspective Planning Council

(DPPC) should be constituted as the highest policy

making body to handle all planning functions. It
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should be a broad-based body by including

representatives of the Foreign Ministry, the Home

Ministry and the National Security Advisor. Its

role should include identification of capability

gaps, approval of 15-years Long Term Integrated

Perspective Plan and 5-years Services Capital

Acquisition Plan. It should be empowered to

approve changes in the acquisition procedure,

grant deviations from the laid down policies and

accord approval to invoke the Fast Track

Procedure.9

India’s experience with the successes achieved

by the Atomic Energy Commission and the Space

Commission has been highly encouraging. It is

time a similar setup is adopted for the defence

sector for the executive functions. A Defence and

Aerospace Commission (DAC) should be

constituted to implement perspective plans

approved by DPPC. It should be the nodal agency

to oversee the complete defence acquisition

process and the development of the indigenous

defence industry.10 Suggested structure of the

proposed Commission is shown at Illustration 3.

The Commission should be tasked to handle

all activities pertaining to the production,

acquisition and export of defence systems/

equipment. For each procurement proposal, the

Commission should debate, analyse and determine

the route that should be adopted – outright import or

indigenous development or a combination of the two.

Factors like quantity, economic viability, urgency,

criticality, indigenous capability and acceptable

timelines would be the key deciding factors.

However, technical evaluation and field trials

should continue to be held under the aegis of the

respective Service Headquarters as hitherto fore.11

The Acquisition Wing is the main executive

arm. It should undertake all functions relating to

 Illustration 2: Segregation of Planning and Implementation Functions 

Ministry of Defence 

Executive Planning Functions 

Defence and Aerospace Commission 
 

Receives plans approved by DPPC  
Converts capability needs into performance 
parameters           
Analyses alternatives to acquire equipment 
within specified time 
Identifies the most beneficial 
and cost-effective route 
Oversees growth of indigenous defence industry 
Acts as nodal authority for offsets 

Defence Perspective Planning Council 
 

A broad-based overarching policy making body 
Approves identified capability gaps 
Approves 15-years Long Term Integrated 
Perspective Plan and 5-years Services Capital 
Acquisition Plan 
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outright purchases and finalisation of cases

wherein indigenous manufacture under licence is

planned. Like the current set-up, it should continue

to be an integrated set-up to include officials from

the Department of Defence, the Finance Division

and the Service HQ.

Land Systems Industry Wing, Aerospace

Industry Wing and Maritime Industry Wing will

be responsible to oversee indigenous production

of their respective systems, both under licence and

through local development. These wings will also

act as an interface between the government and

the industry, both public and private sectors.

Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) are

the engines that spearhead technological

advancement. As they operate in niche segments,

they acquire exceptional expertise; gain

specialised knowledge; and master manufacturing

processes. However, they lack resources to be able

to compete with bigger players. They need hand-

holding to thrive and deliver. SME Wing should

provide necessary support to them.

Illustration 3: Suggested Structure of Defence and Aerospace Commission 

Defence Technology 
Advisory Board 

Policy Review and 
Training Committee 

Defence and Aerospace 
Commission

Defence R&D Wing 
Evolve technology upgradation plan. Identify key 
technologies for focused attention, both through 
development and imports. Oversee absorption of 
imported technologies.  Supervise DRDO. 

Exports and Cooperation Wing 
Promote defence exports through proactive 
initiatives and close liaison with industrial 
associations. Exploit opportunities for international 
armament cooperation development and exports. 

Maritime Industry Wing 
Oversee indigenous production of maritime 
systems, both under licence and through local 
development. Act as an interface between the 
government and the industry for maritime systems. 

Aerospace Industry Wing 
Oversee indigenous production of aerospace 
systems, both under licence and through local 
development. Act as an interface between the 
government and  industry for aerospace systems. 

Land Systems Industry Wing 
Oversee indigenous production of land systems, 
both under licence and through local development.       
Act as an interface between the government and 
the industry for land systems. 

Acquisitions Wing 
An integrated set-up to undertake all acquisition 
functions relating to outright purchases and handle 
cases wherein indigenous production under licence 
is planned after initial purchase. 

Defence Offsets Authority 
Independent and empowered single window agency 
to manage all offset activities in a predictable, 
efficient and transparent manner. Responsible for 
approving   and validating discharge of obligations.   

SME Wing 
Act as an umbrella agency to help SMEs to enter 
defence sector with their niche technologies and 
provide support to them in retaining their 
technological lead through continuous innovations.  
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The Defence R&D Wing should be headed

by a military-technologist and its primary

responsibility should be to keep a watch over the

performance of DRDO, thereby making it

accountable to an oversight authority.

Additionally, the Wing should facilitate

identification of technologies for import to fill

critical gaps in indigenous knowledge and help

accelerate the process of achieving self reliance.

The Defence Offset Authority should be an

empowered authority with decision making

powers for efficient management of the complete

gamut of offset related activities in a predictable,

efficient and transparent manner. Promotion of

exports and international armament cooperation

will be the primary responsibility of the Exports

and Cooperation Wing. The Wing should

encourage formation of multi-national consortia

for the purpose.

Defence Technology Advisory Board should

be headed by an eminent scientist. It should

formulate policies and oversee their

implementation to promote development of Indian

defence industry in well-delineated phases. The

Policy Review and Training Committee should act

as an internal watchdog and maintain a databank

of all successful and unsuccessful programmes to

draw necessary lessons from them. The Committee

should also be assigned responsibility to organise

training programmes for all functionaries involved

with acquisition and developmental assignments.

2) Integration of the Private Sector
Both the public and the private sectors are

national assets. To build a globally competitive

defence industrial base, it is essential to exploit

the potential of both the sectors. It is only then

that necessary economies of scale can be achieved

in different fields of defence manufacturing. The

government must shed its pro-public sector bias

and tap the enormous technological prowess and

potential of the private sector.

Undoubtedly, the public sector possesses vast

facilities, huge work force and decades of

experience in assembling imported sub-

assemblies/components. On the other hand, the

private sector has mastered modern tools of

management. It has acquired innovative marketing

and financial skills. The government must explore

ways and means of public-private partnership to

harness their respective strengths.

3) Policy Initiatives
No country can afford to neglect innovations.

Innovation entails an energetic and dynamic drive

that seeks to improve existing systems, processes

and procedures for better results. Defence

technologies evolve at a very rapid pace and

undergo rapid obsolescence. Defence equipment

needs continuous upgradation to be able to

perform effectively. The government needs to

build up a supportive ecosystem to facilitate easy

assimilation of developing technologies for

defence systems. It could be through an open

architecture that allows ‘plug and play’ and

promote development of cutting-edge

technologies.

The government has rightly realised the

importance of Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)

in the defence sector for accelerated growth. In

addition to the infusion of funds, FDI brings in

latest technologies and modern processes. As the
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defence sector is highly capital intensive and the

investible funds available in the world market are

finite, every foreign investor is guided purely by

economic considerations. If India is aspiring for

huge FDI inflows, it must make itself the most

lucrative FDI destination. For that, the policies

have to be tailored accordingly.

India announced its intent to demand offsets

against defence procurements in early 2005. The

policy has undergone a number of revisions.

Offsets do not come for free and generally result

in price escalation by 10 to 20 percent. It is a huge

cost penalty.

Hence, offsets make sound business sense

only if the trade-off results in extraordinary

economic or technological gains. However, India’s

experience of the past few years has been highly

disappointing. No benefits have been drawn from

the offsets received to develop a vibrant defence

industrial base.12 The policy needs to be revisited.

4) Need for Professionalism
No reforms can yield results unless the

concerned functionaries are trained and equipped

to translate progressive policies into tangible

actions on ground. It is only in India that defence

procurements worth billions of dollars are being

carried out by functionaries who possess no

knowledge of economics, financial management

and military systems. It has generally been

accepted the world over that an efficient

acquisition work force can not only expedite

procurements but also affect considerable saving

of the capital expenditure in initial purchase price

and associated life-cycle costs.13

Promotion of indigenous defence industrial

capability and management of defence

acquisitions are multifaceted processes and are

highly specialised activities needing extraordinary

professional skills and unique attributes.14 It is time

India pays attention to the quality of the workforce

and takes concrete steps to improve it.

Conclusion
Defence procurements are intrinsically linked

to a nation’s security concerns. The nation spends

a considerable part of the national exchequer to

keep the defence forces fully equipped with quality

equipment to enable them to perform security

functions effectively. Defence acquisitions are a

multifaceted process involving a large number of

disciplines; need for an overarching empowered

authority to administer, coordinate, oversee, direct

and control myriad acquisition activities is

absolutely inescapable. Authority and

accountability must go hand in hand.

In order to initiate remedial measures, it is

essential to get at the bottom of all issues through

diligent diagnostic study of the maladies. As the

review committees appointed by the government

lack necessary acumen and expertise to carry out

a holistic and in-depth analysis of the system, they

tend to look at procedural issues in a piece-meal

manner. No expert committee has displayed

courage to recommend radical reforms to put the

system on track. Minor tinkering with a few

provisions have produced no results.

Bureaucracy abhors change and dreads

reforms. It thrives on status quo and looks at every

new measure as a threat to its turf. Being the

ultimate decision makers, the bureaucrats resist

every well-intentioned move to revamp the regime.
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In the similar vein, despite numerous reviews, no

major progressive measure has been incorporated

in DPP since 2002. Self-seeking domain interests

and egoistical attitudes act as the biggest stumbling

blocks. Resultantly, the armed forces continue to

suffer. Lack of courage to undertake radical

overhaul of the regime has been the bane of the

country. Requirement of inventive policy

initiatives and concrete action plans can never be

fulfilled by resorting to semantics and rhetoric.
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Introduction

Lamenting inadequate allocations for

defence in the yearly budgets has become

a permanent discourse in India and the

sentiment is echoed by the armed forces and the

Parliamentary Committees alike.2 This is ironical

in a country which is the fifth largest spender on

defence, behind only US, China, Saudi Arabia and

Russia3. India also has remained the top global

importer of arms for nearly a decade4. Despite such

large expenditure on arms imports all services

continue to report inadequacies of arms,

ammunitions and equipment, often referred to as

‘hollowness’. A logical deduction is that the

process of planning capability development,

acquisitions and   defence budgeting is functioning

sub optimally and needs a serious overhaul. This

analysis is not about reiterating inadequacies of

budget allocations, in real terms or as a percentage

of the GDP but about identifying and addressing

the systemic- disconnect that exists in provisioning

financially for desired national defence

capabilities.

Budgeting for Defence:
Beyond Mere ‘Apportioning’ of Financial Resources

*Lt Gen Anil Ahuja (Retd) is a former Deputy Chief of the HQ Integrated Defence Staff
who was responsible for Policy Planning and Force Development.

FOCUS

Anil Ahuja*

The System – As It Exists
From the perspective of those vested with the

responsibility of  formulating budget allocations,

allotment of Rs 2.95 lakh crore (USD 43.4 billion

approximately) to defence,  in the year 2018-19,

though only 1.58%  of the GDP,  constitutes 12.1%

of the Central government’s total expenditure. In

a developing country with competing demands, it

seems, to them, to be a fair apportioning of meagre

resources available. The allocation however is

perceived to be inadequate from the perspective

of those vested with the responsibility of securing

India’s disputed borders in a challenging nuclear

neighbourhood, maintaining internal security as

well as by those assigned the responsibility of

placing India, the USD 2.5 trillion5, sixth largest

global economy at an appropriate pedestal of

national power in the Indo-Pacific and globally.

The complexity is compounded due to the

nonexistence of a robust defence industrial base,

creating which remains a work in progress! It is

for reasons such as these that The Economist, in

its March 28, 2018 edition chose to (obliquely)

“Keeping in view the increasing threat perception, which includes various occurrences
of external strife and internal dissidence such as Doklam, increased external activities
in Tibet over a year(sic), rampant cross border firing, militant activities etc., the current
budget is not supportive to the inevitable needs of the Army ( Armed forces)…”

- Extract from the Report of the

Standing Committee of Parliament on Defence– March 20181
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dub India as a ‘Paper Elephant’, an unenviable

title6!

This dichotomy exists primarily because of

the budget allocations being planned (or

apportioned) at the bureaucratic level, in the

Ministry of Finance, rather than by the Parliament,

which would have the macro perspective. A

simplistic solution would be to suggest scaling

down of the 1.5 million third largest armed forces,

coupled with reasonable increase in defence

budget allocation. This will also seemingly correct

the skewed Revenue: Capital budget ratios reduce

pension burdens in the long run, spare more money

for modernisation. Alas! Only if it was such a

simple quick fix in a complex security

environment!

The Dilemma of Planning and Budget-
ing for Defence

The Indian Armed forces have a well-

structured system of perspective planning, wherein

a 15 years Long Term Integrated Perspective Plan

(LTIPP) is made for capacity building and

capability development. The current LTIPP, under

implementation is for the period 2012 – 2027. This

plan is set in the backdrop of the prevailing

security scenario and an analysis of the current &

visualised threats. While LTIPP needs to factor in

the National Security Strategy and the National

Defence Strategy but on account of nonexistence

of these documents, the services rely on the

‘Raksha Mantri’s (Defence Minister ’s)

Operational Directive’. The Perspective planning

document (LTIPP) includes the capability

development and acquisition plans of the three

services and for infrastructure development. The

document is prepared by the HQ Integrated

Defence Staff, with inputs from the services and

is approved by the Defence Acquisition Council

(DAC), headed by the Raksha Mantri. Although,

costing is carried out for all the schemes included

and a chapter is included on financial planning,

no budgetary support is assured for this plan at

any stage, either by the Ministry of Defence, or

by the Ministry of Finance. Drawing parallels,

similar exercise in the US system is approved by

the Congress and signed into law by the President,

providing it the required sanctity and

parliamentary commitment.

While from the perspective of services, it is a

comprehensive document containing long term

projection of their operational needs, to meet the

current and visualised security challenges, for the

planners at the national level, this is perceived to

be a ‘wish list’. This disconnect is at the root of

the entire problem of capability development of

services, technology development by the DRDO/

industry and in creation of an indigenous defence

industrial base. It needs to be appreciated that the

LTIPP forms the ‘mother document’ for

formulating  capability development and force

structuring plans of the services; while the LTTPP

(Long Term Technology Perspective Plan) of

DRDO and the TPCR (Technology Perspective

and Capability Road Map) forms the base

document on which the entire defence industry

bases its planning. Its sanctity therefore needs to

be maintained to keep the system robust.

For the services, any attempt to restrict the

inclusion of schemes in LTIPP to likely budget

allocations, would seriously undermine their

‘threat based’ capability development plans, in
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view of uncertain gestation period for maturing

of procurement proposals. For the financial

planners however, these projections remain un-

supportable, financially. The impasse thus

continues!

Further down in the process of defence

planning, the 15 years LTIPP  includes within its

ambit three five years defence plans (also referred

to as SCAP – Services Capital Acquisition Plans).

The current LTIPP, for instance, included the 12th,

13th and the 14th Defence Plans. The 12th Defence

Plan coincided with the national Plan period and

terminated in 2017. The 13th Defence Plan was

formulated for the period 2017 – 2022 and the

14th was to cover the period 2022 – 2027, till these

were done away with. Although, the 2016 directive

of the Prime Minister, to the NITI Aayog to evolve

‘15 Years National Development Agenda’7, with

subsets of 7 years strategy and 3 years action plan,

to replace the five-years plan model had to include

defence and internal security, the same is yet to

be implemented in the planning process. Either

way, whether it was the five year Defence plans

or the visualised seven years strategy, even these,

like the LTIPP, though approved by the DAC,

remain un-aligned to the national budgeting

process and no financial support is assured to the

projects contained therein.

The draft 13th Defence Plan prepared by the

services after a deliberate yearlong exercise,

projected a requirement of Rs 26.84 lakh crore

(USD 416 billion) for the armed forces for the

period 2017-20228. These projections however

still remain unapproved. Also, the defence budget

allocations made for the years 2017-18 and 2018-

19,  two of the five years of this plan period, seem

to bear no relationship to the projections made.

The only step in the planning process that

seems to work partially is the Annual Acquisition

Plan (AAP), which is a two years roll-on plan

drawn up on yearly basis. This tends to work

because in practice, it translates to some

acquisition schemes, maturing in the normal

course, getting accommodated even within the

meagre budget allocations received.

Besides the impediments in ‘Planning’,
problems also exist in implementing the

‘Procurement Procedure’, further compounding

the paradox of defence budget allocations.

According to the revised Defence Procurement

Procedure (DPP) – 2016, the capital acquisition

process, post approval of the DAC should take

approximately 74 to 114 weeks (under different

scenarios of single / multi-vendor, with additional

12 weeks permitted where winter trials may be

required to be carried out) 9. A period of one and a

half to two and a half years to maturity is thus a

realistic planning parameter. In practice however,

not more than 30% acquisitions get completed in

up to three years and there are instances of

acquisition schemes getting prolonged to 8-10

years or even more. The uncertainty in the time

likely to be taken for the scheme to mature results

in the inability to realistically budget for it. An

analysis of the e-books of MOD published in July

201610 and May 201811 suggests that there are

likely to be over 300 DAC approved schemes

(referred to as AONs – Acceptance of Necessity)

valued at approximately 5 to 6 lakh crore (USD

73–88 billion) which are likely to be still in the

pipeline, awaiting contract conclusion. Clearance

of this back log is a ̀ national problem’ of immense
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magnitude, for which the budget allocations need

to be planned deliberately.

The dilemma of budgeting for defence can

thus be summarised to identifying what to align

the defence budget to? The schemes to be

sanctioned by the DAC in the ensuing year? The

schemes likely to mature during the financial year?

To the prevailing critical operational voids? To

the capabilities sought to be created for the future?

In our inability to find an answer to this dilemma,

we merely ‘Apportion’ whatever is considered

appropriate from the overall financial resources

available. This has been and would continue to

remain the bane of our ‘hollowness’, lack of

defence technological & industrial base and our

inability to prepare for future wars.

Managing the Imbroglio and
Getting Out of It

The inadequacies in the planning process and

budget allocations, as stated above have resulted

in inadequate force levels and capabilities to meet

the perceived security challenges. There are

reports of Army considering foreclosing the

project for Battlefield Management System

(BMS)12 to save Rs 5000 crore and putting on hold

the raising of the additional Mountain (Strike)

Corps13. Operational voids are also repeatedly

highlighted by the Navy and the Air Force. There

is also a persistent criticism of large sums being

utilised under the ‘Revenue head’, leaving little

for capital acquisitions. Even within Capital

budget, bulk of the resources get utilised for

meeting ‘carry–over’ liabilities, leaving meagre

amounts for new schemes.  There is thus a growing

gap between the national aspirations and the

capability of the armed forces.
Addressing this by systematic planning is well

within the capabilities of the nation. Some

measures towards giving a strategic sense of

direction to capability development are:

Identifying What We Need: The size and

capability of the armed forces is a function

of National Aim and National aspirations,

taking cognisance of the prevailing security

environment. These need to be defined in

the National Security Strategy and the

National Defence Strategy. Presumably,

these basic policy documents are under

formulation with the newly constituted

Defence Planning Committee. In their

absence an updated ‘Raksha Mantri’s’

operational directive’ should provide the

requisite guidance, although with no

mandate over the other ministries.

Addressing a Two-Front, Multi-domain
Threat:  Disputed Northern and Western

borders with China and Pakistan present a

perpetual commitment of armed forces for

preserving sovereignty and territorial

integrity. These threats manifest primarily

in terrestrial and maritime domain,

presenting a two-front security challenge

for which adequate force levels need to be

created and maintained. Related

capabilities also need to be created in other

asymmetric warfare domains to effectively

address the two front threat.

Approach to Two- Front Threat:  While

preserving territorial integrity is a sine qua

non, this threat, in the Indian context, can
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be addressed by adopting two alternative

approaches. It can either be by pre-

positioning (deploying) acclimatised troops

along the LoC (Line of Control) in the West

and LAC (Line of Actual Control) in the

North, as being done hither to. This

provides an advantage of having favourable

force ratios at the point of application of

force by the adversary and mitigates the

possibility of any loss of territory (even

temporarily/ tactically). This arrangement

proved its utility during the Doklam

standoff in 2017. On the flip side however,

it entails maintaining higher overall force

levels and resultant higher ‘Revenue

Expenditure’ on pay, allowances, pensions

and sustaining operational deployments.

Alternatively, the responsibilities along two

borders can also be fulfilled by maintaining

centralised reserves and high level of inter

theatre strategic mobility. This would entail

procuring additional strategic mobility

platforms like IL– 76 or C- 17 (through

Capital Budget) and maintaining these

(through Revenue Budget). This may also

result in temporary loss of territory till the

application of reserves. The advantages of

reduced manpower and reduced pre-

deployments would however accrue.

Choosing appropriate course of action and

funding the manpower and equipment

inherent in it has to be a national-call.

Concept of Maritime Capability
Development.  India is considered to be

the most significant maritime power in the

Indo-Pacific. Countries of the region, US

and other nations look at India to maintain

a free and open Indian Ocean and rules

based regional order. India needs to define

its primary and secondary areas of interest

and build its capabilities accordingly. The

policy decisions of whether the desired area

of influence remains confined up to the

Straits of Malacca or extends to Western

Pacific and  of how far does it extend in

the Western and Southern Indian Ocean

should be a function of how much

capability  development and financial

support can the country afford. Likewise,

well deliberated policy decisions need to

be taken on whether or not the country

requires additional aircraft carrier(s) and to

what extent do the island territories need

to be developed as forward operating

platforms.

Development of Air Power: While 42

squadrons of combat aircraft is often stated

as the optimum requirement for a two front

war, it would be prudent to further analyse

the requirement of platforms considered

appropriate for the Northern and Western

borders. The replacements for ageing Migs

could well be a mix of single and twin

engine aircraft, optimising on acquisition

and operating costs. Also, the requirements

of UAVs/ RPAs (remotely piloted aircraft)

and helicopters, including attack / armed

helicopters need to be optimised between

the three services avoiding wasteful

overlaps. The strategic mobility capability

would need to be acquired according to the

overall concept of two front war and
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regional responsibilities sought to be

shouldered.

Asymmetric Warfare Capability: Cyber,

space, electronic warfare, information

warfare and operations in other non-

conventional domains have become an

integral part of warfare. Capabilities need

to be developed in these domains, without

the luxury of reducing capability

substantially in other spheres, at least in the

Indian context. This entails preparing

simultaneously for the second to fifth

generation warfare.14

Generations of Warfare
 The essential overlap and induction of

technology at a pace comfortable to the

Indian soldiers need to be considered for

capability development and budget

allocations.

Border Infrastructure Development:
Development of infrastructure - roads, air

fields/ helipads, strategic railways,

ammunition storage, habitat constitute an

essential part of the capability development

and need to be budgeted for since all force

developments would come to a naught in

the absence of the ability to apply these

effectively.

A consideration of the above mentioned

factors would enable us to carry out a comparative

‘threat’ and ‘capability’ audit and identify the

voids that need to be provisioned for, financially.

The pace of capability development and realisation

of national aspirations would thereafter be a

function of the pace and quantum of allocation of

funds. A fundamental understanding of this

imperative would be the first step towards getting

out of this imbroglio.

Optimising Defence Budget
Allocation - Beyond the 3% Solution

The budget allocation of 1.6% of the GDP

(approximately) to defence seems inadequate for

the size of forces that India maintains and for the

aspirations that it nurtures. There is however no

conclusive ‘alternative figure’, which, if allotted

consistently over a few years would enable the

desired force structuring and capability to be

achieved. It would thus be appropriate to define

parameters on which the defence budget

allocations could be worked out year on year rather

than one side justifying current allocations and

the other insisting on allocation of 3% of GDP,

with both sides being bereft of concrete logic.

One possible way could be to collate the value

of the old schemes that have reached the

Competent Financial Authority (CFA) approval

stage – final stage of approval for acquisition) or

advanced CNC stage (Cost Negotiation

Committee stage- the penultimate stage of

approval), since there would be a likelihood of

these maturing in the ensuing financial year. Add

to this the cost of most critical new acquisitions

that must materialise during the year, to fill

operational voids. The total cash outgo for this

consolidated amount (approximately 15% of the

value) should then be added to the existing carry

over liabilities to arrive at the desired Capital

budget allocation for acquisitions. Estimated

requirements for infrastructure development and

works would also need to be added thereafter. This
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process of determining Capital budget may

continue till the existing backlog of DAC approved

schemes is cleared. Thereafter, the approvals by

the DAC must be prioritised and supported by firm

budget allocations, modalities for which would

need to be worked out. For the Revenue

expenditure, adequate funding must be calculated

to sustain the size of the respective Service

approved on considerations given earlier in this

paper. This should cater for the cost of the

personnel and maintenance & upkeep of the in-

service weapons and equipment. Determining

levels of ‘War Wastage Reserves (WWR)’ is a

function of the national policy on how many days

of war to prepare for. Appropriate funding for these

reserves would need to be planned on recurring

basis, to cater for the wastages, past their

respective shelf – life.

Having approved the basic planning

parameters and the force levels to be maintained,

the onus of maintaining optimum Capital:

Revenue budget ratios must thereafter rest on those

making budget allocations and not the services.

In the context of defence Capital budget, to

make allowance for the delays due to impondera-

bles in the acquisition process (delays in

conclusion of user trials, general staff evaluation,

deliberations on transfer of technology, cost

negotiations etc) the Standing Committee on

Defence has in the past recommended allotting

Capital budget as ‘non-lapsable’ and ‘roll-on’

budget. While MOD has, after years of reluctance,

agreed in December 2016 to the creation of ‘Non-

Lapsable Defence Capital Modernisation Fund’,

the Ministry of Finance continues to oppose this

claiming it to be violative of Article 266 (1) of the

Constitution15. This perception needs to be shed

and the idea needs to be experimented with, even

by seeking necessary amendments to existing

regulations, if required. Not aligning the defence

budget to proposed acquisitions, as stated earlier,

will not only impede all efforts at building capable

armed forces, it will also impede indigenisation

and creation of defence industrial base.

It is well appreciated that even the most

advanced economies cannot afford to fund the

entire defence and security requirements and that

these need to be prioritised. This needs to be a

coordinated exercise between the national

leadership and the services and within the services

themselves.  The UK Joint Concept Note 1/17 on

Future Force Concept16 suggests categorisation of

force (for evolving concepts and allocation of

resources) to: Current Force (5 years planning),

Funded Force (10 years), Future Force (10–20

years) and Conceptual Force (30 years planning).

A similar exercise in the Indian context would help

determine the prioritised budgeting requirements

for sustaining current equipment, funding for

design & development of future inductions and

for funding defence industry.  Likewise, the yearly

National Defence Authorisation Act (NDAA)

passed by the US is an exhaustive defence

planning and budgeting exercise and needs to be

studied to reform our own system. Approval of

LTIPP and five / seven year defence plans by the

CCS (Cabinet Committee on Security) merits

consideration to accord this process necessary

sanctity and budgetary support.

Alignment of defence budgets to GDP is a

yardstick used by external agencies like SIPRI to

estimate the proportionate national resources
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being allotted for defence and assess potential

military capability. This yardstick is also used by

the US and NATO to set targets of defence

spending for member nations. Adding pensions

to defence budget, as done by UK since 2014 was

to meet the NATO targets of 2% spending on

defence and was considered to be a ‘smoke screen’

for capability cuts. China on the other hand rarely

declares its entire defence spending! It would thus

do well for us not to be overly concerned with the

figures indicated in relation to the GDP but to

logically address the nation’s particular needs,

irrespective of the percentages it translates into.

Conclusion
Budget allocations for defence are not about

‘budgeting’ alone! A country’s defence spending

is generally considered as a measure of its

‘potential military capability’ and of the relative

importance of its armed forces with other organs

of the state. However, no matter how much a

country spends on military, it still has to find ways

to “translate its potential capability into power”17

For a leading power and a growing economy like

India, the national security strategy should shape

defence spending and the defence spending, in

turn, should shape the security strategy. This

relationship however remains dysfunctional and

needs to be corrected. An inconsistent defence

budget allocation puts the entire process of

perspective planning to noughts. It also has a

snowballing effect on capability of armed forces,

technology development and on establishment of

indigenous defence industrial base. It is thus an

issue of national concern which needs to be

addressed with utmost seriousness.
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Executive Summary

India’s defence manufacturing industry has

reached an inflection point and very large scale

change is on the way. The Government of India

has now decided to construct two large Defence

Industrial Corridors (DICs) one in Uttar Pradesh’s

Bundelkhand region and the second along the

Chennai–Bangalore stretch. A sum of Rs 40,000

crore has been committed in the February 2018

Union budget to be invested in these corridors with

Rs 20,000 crore allocated to each corridor.

Within this new defence corridor platform,

Indian companies will, over the next 10 years, re-

imagine and re-build the country’s defence

industrial base using new business models and

collaborative operating models that will enable the

nation to achieve a quantum jump in military

equipment production.

Private Companies and the Defence PSUs /

DRDO will also develop new collaborative models

that maximise the use of existing infrastructure in

ways that will surprise. It is therefore, definitely

going to be a far more active industry.

Developing advanced military technologies in

India will require business model innovation and

operating model innovation and asset light

configurations that maximise the knowledge

element within the defence manufacturing

FOCUS
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business. This is not just about import substitution

and saving USD 200 billion in foreign exchange

over the next 10-15 years by producing military

equipment locally. We will also begin thinking in

terms of leapfrogging technologies and move to

next generation Artificial Intelligence based

weapon systems by re-imagining conflict itself and

develop systems that are suited to the new types

of security challenges that we are likely to face.

The article below is a strategic designers view

on the future. It explores new ideas that could

transform India’s Defence Industry base by

introducing a range of concepts such as deploying

Design Thinking and fast prototyping in New

Weapons development to re-configuration and re-

wiring existing infrastructure to create an

advanced Defence Industrial ecosystem in India

over the next 10 years. All of this technological

change will provide our military  with the weapons

to eliminate any threat to our security in any part

of the world or outer Space by 2035.

Introduction
In early 2014, when I visited Pragati Maidan

for DEFEXPO, it was immediately evident to me

that the industry needed new paradigm changing

ideas that could replace the inefficient Defence

PSUs/DRDO and eliminate the touts and dealers

who represented foreign defence contractor

interests in India.

Within two hours of entering the DEFEXPO

venue, I had started sketching on the pamphlets I

had gathered at the EXPO and soon I had

a schematic design sketched out for what would

later become the Defence Industrial Corridor

Project.

It may interest readers to know that when I

had first thought about it, I had called it the

Defence Economic Zone (DEZ) project.

I showed my rough sketches to Mr. Ratan Tata,

whom I accosted outside the Raytheon stall as he

emerged from a meeting there. Mr. Tata very

quickly understood what I was saying (About

Industry Structure and the need for a Defence

Economic Zone). He gave me his card with the

instruction that the project be sent to him once I

had written it. Four months later I did, as he had

bid me to do  and I did receive a very nice thank

you note from him.

The crucial investment decision by the

Government of India happened a year later in May

2015 when I met Mr. Manohar Parrikar, the then

defence minister. He was very supportive of the

project and pushed it within the Government. It

was with his initial support that the project got an

investment commitment of Rs 40,000 crore from

the Government of India in the February 2018

union budget.

Separately, pilots from the Indian Air Force

helped identify the Bundelkhand region in Uttar

Pradesh as a possible location for the Defence

Corridor. As the designer, I wanted to inject an

advanced military project into the most under-

developed region of Uttar Pradesh and had asked

my friends in the air force to identify a location.

Once they came back with Bundelkhand, all that

was needed was a helping hand from Mrs.

Meenakshi Lekhi (BJP MP) to give a final push

to the project by speaking about it in Parliament.

Many more discussions took place within the

government before the Prime Minister announced

the Bundelkhand defence industrial corridor. The
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Chennai–Bangalore corridor was chosen

separately.

Designers Brief - Need for an
Alexandrian Solution

It all starts with a design brief and so in March

2014,  I asked myself a simple question, “What

can we possibly do, so that India (a newcomer in

the world’s weapons Industry) could become a

leader, by changing the structure of the industry

if necessary?

Firstly, it was clear that the Defence industry

in India (in 2014) lacked an over-arching concept

that could put industry players into project mode.

That was the first challenge.

Secondly, the designed solution had to be large

enough and innovative enough to overcome the

massive inertia within Defence PSUs and DRDO

and vested interests in the Arms lobbies and their

political networks.

In fact, what was required was an Alexandrian

solution if we were to attempt an indigenisation

of 75 % - 80 % of defence equipment production

by 2030 thereby saving USD 200 billion in foreign

exchange. It may be recalled that in 333 BCE,

Alexander while wintering in Gordium had

attempted to untie the knot which held an ox-cart

to a post within the palace of the former kings of

Phrygia. When he could not find the end to the

knot to unbind it, he sliced it in half with a stroke

of his sword, producing the required ends (the so

called “Alexandrian Solution”). 

The other factors that went into the design

exercise were, firstly, the need to create a large

number of jobs and secondly, the need to create

an innovation ecosystem in the country by

designing a structure for it.

The defence industries cluster design which

emerged from this thinking had the following

deliverables on the Macro Economic front:

(a) Macro Project Benefits

(b) Project Design Reference Frame

(c) Enabling Asset Light Business Models

(d) Revenue Potential - Ballpark Estimates

(e) Strategic Innovation Framework

(a) Macro Project Benefits

1. The two Defence Industrial Corridor

projects, together had to save India

USD 200 billion in Foreign Exchange

over the next 10 years.

2. New job creation on account of the two

projects had to be of the order

of 5,00,000 jobs in hi-tech defence

manufacturing and allied industries.

3. The largest benefit of the project

however is the creation of a National

Innovation Backbone Infrastructure  and

the creation of nearly 5,000 small yet

highly specialised vendor companies

with a strength of just 20-40 employees

each which will form the backbone of

India’s High-Tech manufacturing

ecosystem in line with the Mittelstand

(mid - sized company) model that exists

in Baden-Wurttemberg in Germany.

(b) Project Design Reference Frame

It has to be remembered that India is at a

critical stage in its development. For instance, the

Defence Industrial Corridor has been conceived

at a time when India is revving up, to take a Giant
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leap, to triple the size of the economy from USD

2.5 trillion in 2018 to USD 7.5 trillion by 2032 at

a projected GDP growth rate of 8.75 %.

Given the shortage of private capital for

strategic national investments it was necessary for

the Government to create an initial enabling

ecosystem by providing a sound regulatory

environment on the one hand while also investing

in the creation of basic infrastructure such as roads,

power transmission and distribution facilities,

military equipment testing facilities, airstrips etc.

The Government has now rightly decided to

invest Rs 20,000 crore in the creation of this basic

infrastructure in each DIC, to set the ball rolling

and to catalyse private sector investment.

All of this Government investment will help

the private sector to set up their facilities at

reduced cost and help them achieve an earlier

break-even on their investments.

(c) Enabling Asset Light Business Models

The Defence Industrial Corridors as per the

original design, have been structured in a manner

that allows for various Business Plans and

Monetisation strategies, depending on how

individual companies want to participate in the

project.

Each Defence Manufacturing Corridor will

accommodate several large defence Contractors

(i.e. Anchor participants) and around 2500 smaller

vendor companies. There are also three broad

categories: Land Systems, Naval systems and Air

Defence, in which both Indian and foreign defence

contractors and companies can participate.

The project has been specifically designed to

accommodate a large variety of Business

Models that can be deployed in a plug and play

fashion depending on the risk - return profile of

potential investors.

Asset Light business models can be designed

and structured to allow companies to keep upfront

capital costs low while maximising their long term

returns in the form of a dominant long term

presence in the Defence corridor and the Defence

Knowledge Network which is a critical aspect of

this project.

The most profitable business models will be

those which are designed as knowledge plays.

These business models will be sophisticated, asset

light and will take maximum advantage of the

network and the collaborative opportunities 

provided by the Defence Cluster which is what

the Corridor represents.

Secondly, setting up the Corridor is actually a

large Negotiation and the Innovation lies in the

way the Negotiation is organised and executed.

Within this, the design of the Knowledge

network is a critical aspect as it effects how

companies collaborate in one area while they

compete in other areas so as to reduce their

common costs while maximising their revenues.

It may interest readers to know that the

collaborative model for the DIC project came from

“Project Deep Star” which is a collaborative

technology development model in the deepwater

Gulf of Mexico by companies such as Chevron,

Shell and others.

(d) Revenue Potential - Ballpark Estimates

For potential participants and investors in the

Bundelkhand and Chennai–Bangalore corridors,

the revenue projections are critical from a business
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perspective. The potential revenue numbers for

each of these is as follows:

1. Defence Offset based revenue (alone) :

USD 5.0 billion / year

2. DPP Quota based * : USD 5.0 billion / year

3. Defence Engineering : USD 4.5 billion /

year

4. Components & Spare Parts : USD 7.5 

billion / year

    Total : USD 22 billion / year

* DPP Quotas [Buy (Indian) and Make and

Buy and Make]

How companies in the corridor achieve these

numbers depends on how they plan and operate

their business models.

Each Defence Manufacturing Corridor

therefore represents a potential revenue

opportunity of USD 22 Billion each year for

participants depending on whether the Govt. also

includes conditions for preferential procurement

from factories located within the corridors.

Companies will need to decide whether they

should focus their efforts on the Bundelkhand

Corridor or in the Chennai-Bengaluru corridor or

both. Therefore how a company designs its

Business model will also be a critical determinant

of how much of the USD 44 billion / year in

revenue (for both corridors) they will be able to

capture for themselves and their business partners.

Business Model design is therefore a critical

determinant of success. 

Readers may please note that the USD 44

billion / year number forecast as the potential size

of the Indian Defence Equipment and Services

market (circa 2025) is real as India’s economy is

getting set up to double in size by 2025 and then

triple in size over 2018 levels by 2032  and the

national defence budgets will only get larger as

we expand and modernise our armed forces.

(e) Strategic Innovation Framework

An essential part of the DICs design is its

Innovation framework that had to be self-

sustaining. The Defence Manufacturing Corridors

have therefore been conceptualised as industrial

clusters based on the diamond model developed

by Professor Michael E. Porter of Harvard

University. 

Specifically, the approach is to provide the

necessary infrastructure and a policy framework

that encourages unprecedented innovation in

defence technologies. Such industry specific

clusters are found in  Baden-Württembergin

Germany (Precision Machinery), Boston in the

United States (Biotechnology) and Florence in

Italy (Leather industry). 

Professors Michael Porter and Scott Stern

found that the striking innovative output of Israeli

firms is due, not just to more effective technology

management, but also to Israel’s favourable

environment for innovation, including strong

university-industry linkages and a large pool of

highly trained scientists and engineers. 

The Defence Industrial Corridors (DICs) are

therefore designed to apply these concepts by

bringing together a number of large Indian

companies and their foreign joint venture partners

in a vertically integrated structure comprising of

nearly 2500 vendors and small scale industries

within each corridor . The foreign holdings in the

JVs will vary between 49 % and higher depending

on the technology area and other factors. 
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 Michael Porter Four Forces 
Model 

This vertically integrated structure and its

numerous players will then develop deep linkages

with a large number of IIT / University

departments offering degree courses in Inter-

disciplinary defence engineering related

disciplines.

In fact each DIC will have a designated IIT or

group of IITs as partners who will together set up

6 IIT Research departments and start Inter-

disciplinary courses that will admit its first

batch of 500 inter-disciplinary Military

Technology Graduates by 2021. This first batch

will graduate by 2025-26 and be immediately

deployed within the companies setting up facilities

within the DICs. 

This diverse group from industry and

academia will in turn interact with Government

representatives and actual users from the Armed

Forces  (Army, Navy and Air force) to design and

develop new defence technology and most

importantly work to adapt advanced technologies

from foreign sources to make new weapons with

next generation technologies including Artificial

Intelligence in India.  

IIT Kanpur is the designated technology

partner for the Bundelkhand DIC and IIT Chennai

is the technology partner for the Chennai-

Bangalore corridor.

Using Design Thinking to
Create New Weapon Systems

The Defence Industrial Corridors and the

ecosystem that they create will bring the latest

ideas in Design to new weapons development.

Design Thinking is user centric in nature.  All

major defence contractors around the world

depend on design thinking in the development of

New weapon systems and new weapons. The
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DIC’s have been designed to incorporate these

ideas.

The following international defence

contractors use design thinking to bring un-

precedented innovation to weapons design:

1. Lockheed Martin

2. Raytheon

3. Boeing

4. Rolls Royce

5. United Technologies

6. Thales

7. Northrop Grumman

8. US Department of Defence

The IIT Technology partners in each DIC will

help each of the Companies setting up facilities

within the corridor to start their own design

thinking cells.

These will be dynamic brainstorming units

which will rapidly prototype and test new and

innovative ideas for components and weapon

systems.

Engineering units from the Army, Navy and

 

 

Airforce will set up an joint inter-disciplinary

command in each DIC where serving military

engineers and actual users of the equipment (field

regiment personnel for instance or special forces)

will be consulted while developing the designs of

new weapons.
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Special weapon testing units from the Armed forces staffed with actual users (Artillery or Missile

unit personnel for instance) will be set up in both the Bundelkhand and the Chennai–Bangalore corridors

and they will work directly with private companies to develop new weapon systems.

Software companies will also set up units

within the Defence Corridors to develop dual use

software and artificial intelligence (AI)

applications for the Indian Military.

Employing Foreign Military Scientists
Within the Defence Corridors

Soon after the collapse of the Soviet Union,

the Chinese Government moved fast and hired

US Military Engineers
and Special forces troops
provide “Actual User”
inputs to scientists and
weapon designers from
private companies to test
a New bomb disposal
Robot that uses Artificial
Intelligence

Weapon design Workshop

in progress involving both

Special forces personnel

and Military Scientists
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over 5000 Russian military scientists who were

without work. The hiring of these 5000 Russian

experts led to massive advances in the

development of the Chinese military machine and

China’s technology base. China has gained

immensely from employing Russian experts in

areas such as advanced avionics, material science

and most importantly metallurgy.

It would therefore be a good idea for the

Government of India to allow Indian companies

to employ foreign experts in areas such as

metallurgy to begin with and then move on to other

areas as we get more used to deploying this

strategy. Today no Indian company has some of

the more advanced knowledge in the areas of

Material Science and especially in the area of

Military alloys. Retired military scientists from

Russia and Eastern Europe as well as the United

States represent huge promise. All roadblocks

towards hiring of foreigners and foreign military

scientists  should therefore be removed.

The Innovation is in the
Contracts, Not in the Technology

Setting up a successful Defence Industrial

Corridor is actually a large negotiation and the

innovation is in the contracts, not necessarily in

the technology. There is also huge potential to

think about New Business Models that capture and

retain value for companies setting up units in the

Defence Industrial Corridors.

Conclusion
The two Defence Industrial Corridors will

employ 2,50,000 people each and transform the

Industrial landscape in the state of Uttar Pradesh

and along the Chennai–Bangalore corridor.

Technologically, they represent a huge

technology leap for India. All of this is possible if

we as a country focus more on the value that can

be added by good Design.
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Introduction

India’s Armed Forces are among the largest in

the world. They embody the will of the Indian

people. In return, their high morale and

cohesion provide a sense of well-being and

confidence to the masses. What has significantly

changed in this relationship is the nature of the

mission, which now includes growing domestic

security, safety and administrative responsibilities.

The fallout includes greater public visibility and

scrutiny. Mission success under these conditions

demands sustained support from the masses.

Consequently, public perception has become a

critical factor in military planning and operations.

Paradoxically, public perception is becoming

increasingly hard to cultivate, in spite of latent

goodwill and faith reposed in the Armed Forces.

Perceptions today are also liable to change within

a blink of an eye, given the speed at which content

propagates within a susceptible, angst-ridden

society. The Indian Armed Forces are especially

vulnerable, given the traditionally restricted scope

of civil-military dialogue. This is aggravated by

limitations in scope and thought, obsolescence in

practice, and a centralised, top-down, unwieldy,

at-arms-length approach to public relations. The

inability to stay abreast of, and optimally leverage

optimal social engagement methods is preventing

the Armed Forces’ narrative from becoming

accessible to a larger audience, which is routinely

exposed to a disproportional amount of negative

commentary on social media. This is adversely

affecting the military’s image and gradually

eroding its brand image.

Social media engagement is undoubtedly the

biggest influencer of public perception today and

will be a focus of this piece, since the potential

for brand enhancement is immense. The social

media success of India’s paramilitary

organisations, Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs)

and select examples from other Armed Forces

signifies the potential gains that may be achieved,

based on better ‘design’ of content, a robust PR

‘structure’ empowered with speed of trust across

the hierarchy, and healthier ‘interaction’ with the

masses.

The Indian Armed Forces’ Social Media Score
Card: Untested Assumptions, Misguided
Efforts

The Indian Army, the Indian Air Force (IAF)

and the Indian Navy manage social media

channels, largely showcasing promotional activity,

inputs about visits, exercises, appointments,

community support activities and trivia about past

battles and military heroes. Focusing primarily on

events and activities, they rarely communicate the
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vision, mission and ideas of the organisation,

assuming that the audience will figure this out on

their own. This failing could be due to an inability

to understand the target audience, or an

unwillingness to address their expectations,

instrumental in most perception management

failures. These issues, their impact and possible

solutions are discussed below by first focusing on

‘design and treatment’ of content – an execution-

related issue, and then moving on strategy and

planning.

Quality of Recruitment and the Inefficacy of
Promotional Videos

The Indian Armed Forces suffer from a

perennial staffing problem, unable to attract the

right quality of talent in spite of changes in terms

of service or huge spends on promotional

activities. Considering that the Armed Forces offer

decent pay, perks, privileges, as well as intangible

benefits like job security and respectability, doubts

about better opportunities elsewhere leading to a

shortfall in talent are not fully merited, given the

one lakh plus average, trainable, high integrity

individuals entering the work force every month.

But what if we are unknowingly targeting only a

narrow pool of talent in the first place?

Presently, social media promotional activities

revolve around motivational videos and eye-

catching advertisements with a call for action

around key themes like adventure, physical

exhilaration, high technology and challenging

leadership avenues. This has two problems. First,

it indicates that the profession is only suitable for

adrenalin junkies, weeding out the majority from

the candidate pool. Secondly, by focusing 80% of

promotional content on 10% of actual roles / tasks,

it sets incorrect expectations in the minds of a

candidate. Since one can’t leave the Armed Forces

at will, this gets passed on to a disillusioned

candidate pool who opt not to take a chance. The

other lacuna with promotional activity is that the

branding is designed as per the ‘insider’s view of

what a potential recruit will get swayed by’, which

is validated by the steady stream of ‘self-

aggrandisement’ themed promotional activity over

the decades. There are three suggestions to

improve this activity:

(i) Appealing to a mass audience: Consider

the universal, time-tested expectations of job-

seekers. These include self-esteem, advancement,

feedback, public adulation, up-skilling, etc1. All

these attributes can be realised at an Armed Forces

desk as effectively as on a high-adrenalin field

assignment. A predominant focus on high-energy,

action-oriented messaging weeds out a larger pool

of potential candidates, who may have preferred

a less action-oriented career. Importantly, in a

society where parents play a major part in career

decisions, promotion activity focused on the job

seeker solely has the disadvantage of playing up

risks vis-à-vis benefits from the parents’

perspective, further narrowing the talent pool. In

trying to project an Armed Forces career as an

attractive differentiator vis-à-vis other professions,

there exists a risk of alienating the public, a majority

of whom are seeking job security and stability.

(ii) Including contemporary concerns into the

narrative to cater to an entirely new audience set:

Millennials prefer individual attention over social

approval, and tend to seek out a career that matches

unique lifestyle expectations2. Instead of a value

proposition focused on patriotism, pride, valour,
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and courage, promotional messaging could be

made more relevant by focusing on sustainability,

freedom of expression and other hooks of national

purpose, beyond security. While it is not

recommended to lift and shift campaigns from

another culture, a military recruitment campaign

from Norway could be a good pointer, which

reflects national values and purpose without a

single direct reference to military roles and tasks3.

Similarly, non-traditional aspirations relevant to

the target audience could be integrated within

promotional campaigns.

(iii) Infusing fresh language and a wider range

of emotions: Moving beyond the use of heavy

emotions, messaging could reflect an element of

‘fun-in-adventure’. Fresh college and school

graduates, while aspiring to a life of great deeds

and sacrifices in uniform, also tend to associate

the profession with a life of perpetual seriousness.

A training academy video from the USAF is

informative in this regard, significant in that it

carries risky content, done in a fun and matter-of-

fact manner. In contrast to paratroopers breaking

into a sweat before a jump, a clip of young trainees

jumping off planes without batting an eyelid

makes the larger-than-life become achievable4.

The point being made is that we need to sell

reality, and provide hooks relevant to the present

generation. If the hooks don’t work, it may mean

that we are portraying a wrong reality – of the job

being all action, loaded with heavy emotions, and

markedly different from a nine to five lifestyle.

A detailed assessment of promotional

activities and recruitment messaging may also help

the Armed Forces reinvent themselves. The

successful ‘walk-the-talk’ by the IAF with regards

to its ‘women power’ campaign opened up

opportunities for an entire demography, and

enhanced the credibility of its engagement efforts.

This is critical, because no amount of appealing

content will sway today’s youth if there exists a

marked difference between values exhorted and

actions / conduct on ground. It can be safely

assumed that every candidate and their parent will

scrutinise Armed Forces’ activities carefully. In

this context, sustaining the larger narrative will

remain critical.

Social engagement, because everyone else is
doing it: The Armed Forces’ social media handles

have a healthy followership, upwards of a few

million in the Indian Army’s case. But a major

reason for this is the nation’s latent support for

the men in uniform – a well-wisher premium. This

number does not reflect the popularity enjoyed

by other social media influencers, a main reason

being that these handles are not able to establish a

unique identity. They largely replicate official

content or post commemorative content which is

also shared by other social media pages and

individuals. In following this process, the Armed

Forces fail to appreciate the stark difference in

engagement objectives, criteria, audience types,

etc. between the official and online engagement

mediums, one of which is to constantly hone

engagement based on audience ‘feedback’, the

ability to hear, interpret and refine engagement.

A social engagement strategy must have

clarity about the strategic purpose of engagement,

and unique call to action. These could be

fundamental perception building queries like –

what do citizens think of the Armed Forces?, who

are its major supporters / detractors and why?, and,
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is there a changing trend in the public’s perception

of the Armed Forces?, etc. all of which boil down
to an important question – how relevant are the
Armed Forces to India’s public today? A few
thousand likes, shares or mentions are by
themselves no indicators of any of these queries.

Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) across
India provide a good example of online
community engagement, in spite of traditional
structural and social handicaps. They too have to
work around tightly controlled and centralised
communication protocols. Moreover, as a public
service dealing with law and order, their relations

with society have traditionally bordered on fear,

hostility and even anger. From their humour-

infused and empathetic interactions, it is clear that

an important ‘strategic imperative’ was to mitigate

their ‘confrontationist’ dynamic with the public.

Their focus on reassurance and their receptivity

to inputs from the public has been instrumental in

unearthing issues, building confidence and

encouraging positive community relations. In

addition, by generating objective debates around

constructive topics like safety and well-being, they

are able to avoid politicising the narrative, weed

out extreme opinions, and still generate healthy

participation and support from the masses.

Twitter Handle 

(A) 

Account 
setup date 

(B) 

No. of Tweets 
(as on 30 Jul 2018) 

(C) 

Followers 
 

(D) 

Likes by the page 
 

(E) 
Engagement factor E = C/E 

Bengaluru 
Police 

Aug 2012 75,700 
(1,066 per month) 

1.24 Million 
(Mn) 

12,600 
                                           E=6 

Mumbai Police Dec 2015 69,600 
2,245 per month)  

4.62 Mn 2,236 
E=31 

Indian Army Feb 2013 7,555 
(113 per month) 

5.59 Mn 63 
E=120 

Indian Air 
Force 

Oct 2016 1,394 
(66 per month)  

173,000 122 
E=11 

Indian Navy Jun 2016 6,335 
(253 per month) 

99,000 255 
E=25 

BSF Mar 2015 2,907 
(72 per month)  

200,000 1909 
E=1.5 

CRPF Jul 2016 5,454 
(227 per month) 

196,000 7373 
E=0.7 
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*The per month figures above do not reflect

actuals, but denote an average over the handle’s

existence. What distinguishes the Armed Forces /

Paramilitary forces from the LEAs in the above

graphic are the frequency of their tweets. Since

military/paramilitary forces do not have a direct

public interface in their daily working, this is

understandable. But as public scrutiny increases,

and as they begin to earn greater mindshare among

the population, their number of interactions

(number of tweets, for example) should ideally

increase.

*Engagement Factor (E): indicates the

handles’ liking of other content (their external

engagement on Twitter) relative to their own

broadcasts. BSF and CRPF have fewer number of

overall tweets, comparable to the Armed Forces,

but have substantial followership, which can be

partially attributed to their engagement factor of

1.5 and 0.7. Such engagement makes an handle

seem opinionated but also accessible. This could

be a reason for their relative popularity, compared

to the Indian Air Force or the Indian Navy.

As public interface and the public’s mindshare

increases with respect to military matters, greater

amount of social media interaction focused on

sharing relevant content and addressing concerns.

Only then can we expect to credibly provide the

necessary ‘context’ about military life, roles and

operations to an audience that is likely to benefit

from better quality awareness and knowledge. The

ideal social engagement strategy will straddle the

two halves between restraining opinion and

sharing profusely, with the ideal balance arrived

at by focusing on the larger strategic queries posed

above, and refining the strategy periodically. Thus,

a healthy civil-military dialogue would require the

Armed Forces to take charge of the narrative, in

contrast to their present day passive approach.

Surrendering the Narrative: Today, the Armed

Forces’ external communication activity is

‘awareness’ oriented. This, however, is not

sufficient to change perceptions. With multiple

sources and conflicting opinions populating the

national discourse, attention spans are getting

severely constrained, encouraging snap judgments

based not on objectivity, but emotions and

sentimental appeal. Managing reputation under

this reality requires sustained, constructive

engagement, with a built-in ability to respond in

near-real time to damaging / defamatory content.

Failure to institutionalise this will result in a slow

erosion of reputation and brand of the Armed

Forces built over centuries and after countless

sacrifices.

This is all the more pressing, given that a

minority opinion wielding a false counter-point

can, even unwittingly bring disrepute to the Armed

Forces. A recent example of this includes an op-

ed by an Indian US based journalist, on Pakistan’s

election outcome. His contention was that for an

Imran Khan-like figure to rise politically in India,

he won’t be able to rely on the army to help him

gain top office, since Indian generals would be

busy playing golf, rather than playing politics5.

Inserting comments totally irrelevant to the

argument and taken out of context is how spoilers

claim glory by insinuating organisations which

have limited capacity for recourse.

Even veterans of high repute resort to public

bashing of the Armed Forces. Lt. Gen. Panag’s

media trial about a sub-judice matter involving a
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serving officer reflects the kind of reputational

damage the Armed Forces may have to regularly

contend with, even if done unwittingly, or in their

‘best’ interests6.  Rather than treating these as

solitary cases, the damage needs to be appreciated

from the perspective of a steady loss of confidence

among the public, given the numerous misquotes

and allegations that form part of a daily

commentary. The handicap of not being able to

rebut encourages brand-bashing among such

activists to the detriment of the Armed Forces. This

is also likely to have long-term adverse effect on

the serving rank and file who get caught in the

cross-fire, and on potential talent who may harbour

second thoughts about a career in the Armed

Forces.

Controlling damage and restoring public faith

would require real-time spotting of such content

and a quick rebuttal in a matter of hours. In order

to deter such activity, subsequent actions should

be followed up expeditiously. A positive fallout

of a good image on social media is the possibility

of self-enforcing similar standards on ground by

serving personnel. There are enough example of

‘unit’ ethos and culture bringing about positive

change in personalities, and creating a good social

media brand can only add to it.

Meaningful engagement around relevant

concerns and narratives can be achieved using

three prongs, focused on the official organs of

communications/ public relations, serving

personnel who can act as eyes and ears, and the

columns of passive supporters outside the system

who can force-multiply official efforts.

Upgrading the Quality of Our Official
Communications: The essence of a successful

perception management strategy is accuracy,

unambiguity and timely response. To achieve this,

the Armed Forces need to modify their PRO-based

centralised information control/dissemination

structure – by integrating a OODA (Observe,

Orient, Decide, Act) decision model, employed

widely in military planning. This would require a

clear chain of command from the PRO down to

field formations and include: (1) Facilities for

improving situational awareness at each level, (2)

A structure and method for sharing of information

in real time between elements, and (3) A decision/

escalation matrix to respond to unforeseen

situations. The model would need to be adequately

flexible to ensure quick learning through necessary

trainings/tools, to build confidence in the system

through positive relationships and transparency,

and to enable pro-activeness in response. Success

will depend on routine coordination at multiple

levels. The basic structure would revolve around

PROs and field formations as a hub and spoke

model, with ownership over observing and acting

(disseminating online or on-ground). It could

extend upward to the Chief ’s office, for

orientation and decision, completing the

respective service linkage. Depending on the

nature of the issue, it could further link up to the

MoD, the Integrated HQs and the other two

services. In addition, coordination with agencies

like the International Committee of the Red Cross

(ICRC) and the United Nations Office for the

Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA)

could help craft appropriate responses to sensitive

issues within the ambit of international law,

potentially enhancing international credibility.

Frequency and type of coordination needs to be
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refined with an aim to keep the lower levels

orientated about issues and potential fallouts,

while on the other hand enabling them to pass

relevant ‘observations’ up the chain in quick time.

Sensitising Serving Personnel About Their Role
and Influence in Brand Building: The BSF

jawan video clip of Jan 2017 complaining about

the poor quality of food served8 indicates that

official information control measures can be

conveniently subverted by disgruntled elements,

that content about the Armed Forces has a high

potential of gaining virality (in this case abetted

by adversaries across the border), and that in the

confusion leading up to identifying the elements

responsible, allied organisations may suffer

damage, in this case the Indian Army. Given this

reality check, it is recommended that while the

PRO remains the hub of the model, all serving

personnel need to be included in the larger

narrative. While not expecting the individual units

to interface with the public (except in case of

crises), it is imperative that all should clearly

understand the vision of the organisation. The

consistency in thought, action and projection

across the chain of command adds to the

credibility of official communications. A proactive

step in this direction would be to designate

‘situational awareness, communication and

engagement officers’ at the unit / field level. These

can act as the pivot around which the command’s

vision and mission is communicated down the

chain, in exchange for sharing local sentiment and

information with the apex.

A positive outcome of understanding the

larger picture may also infuse empathy among

people removed from the decision matrix. Rational

and consistent interactions on this pattern is likely

to positively impact morale and discipline, and

possibly deter public outpouring of disgruntled

behaviour.

The personnel could be selected from local

intelligence formations and could be linked with

regional / central PROs. With Open Source

Intelligence (OSINT) from social channels

The OODA Loop, originally conceptualised by Col John Boyd, USAF (Ret.)
(Source: Patrick Edwin Moran7)
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providing valuable inputs regarding community

sentiment and enhancing situational awareness,

this will also partially serve the intelligence

mandate of the formations. It is assumed that these

individuals would have a base level of

understanding about modern communication

techniques, mass psychology, and emerging social

issues, which could be further honed. This cadre

can then be expanded, to include personnel from

units, to be trained by these individuals. Aside

from linking hierarchies and mapping sentiment

on the ground, these units could also be trained to

respond to emergent situations proactively, and

provide appropriate inputs to higher formations

in quick time.

To augment this, the Armed Forces should

consider institutionalising perception management

training cells at training institutions beginning

with junior courses and extending up to higher

command curriculum, incrementally covering the

tactical, operational and strategic nuances of the

topic. A positive fallout of this could be an

enhancement of critical thinking among personnel,

and a more empathetic view of decision and

policies afforded by a bigger picture understanding

of the operational context.

Promoting Supporters and Converting Fence-
Sitters: An option that can be put into action in

quick time would be to cultivate external sources

– supporters, veterans and stakeholders – including

academics, journalists, etc. who are both interested

and knowledgeable on service matters and who

have a strong followership on social channels.

These individuals can force-multiply the efforts

of the Armed Forces by acting as their eyes and

ears, while operating in arms-length manner, so

as to maintain objectivity and ensure credibility.

This may involve imaginative thinking, like the

commissioning of ‘unofficial’ handles controlled

by official spokespersons, which can permit

sharing of a wider range of opinion. The Armed

Forces could set up a working group involving

such personalities which can meet at regular

intervals to enhance collaboration potential. A key

deliverable of such a collaboration should be to

identify brand damaging content in real-time and

create a response strategy within a defined time

window, preferably not extending beyond 24 hours

from the time the issue first surfaced. Executing

such a mandate would require a skilled team under

the auspices of the PRO, comprising social media

experts, sociologists, and military scholars

straddling the middle and senior management of

the Armed Forces. It should also have a legal element,

to coordinate with neutral bodies like the ICRC, study

clauses and precedents, and analyse avenues to craft

appropriate responses to all contingencies, within

the auspices of international law.

Conclusion
For those equating this ‘capacity

enhancement’ proposal with a double-edged sword

need to keep in mind the numerous cases of

disgruntled individuals and the ready-to-strike

capabilities of adversaries who can easily augment

these efforts, as was done in the BSF video clip

case. Under such onslaught of misinformation,

maintaining credibility will be difficult, unless

countered in quick time. Other militaries have

become wise to this, and are building capacity to

mitigate such damage. One among many recent

examples of such social media rebuttals came
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within 12 hours, by a handle supporting Israeli

security forces9. The force-multiplier effect is there

for all to observe.

While it may be that “the truth does not ever

quite catch up with the initial lie if the initial lie is

emotional and juicy enough”,10 countering

baseless allegations and outright lies should be

an important responsibility of militaries, which

set the benchmark for national unity and cohesion.

The Indian Armed Forces today remain a comfort

zone for anyone seeking their support, and a home

for anyone who has served in uniform. They stand

for respect, order, uniformity, accountability and

dedication, which can inspire and motivate society

like few other. Appreciating this larger goal, it is

high time the Indian Armed Forces took control

over their social narrative and reimagined their

engagement with the Indian people.
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FOCUSREPORT

5th India Foundation – Fudan University Bilateral Interaction:
India – China Relations in the New Era

Praket Arya

The 5th edition of India Foundation – Fudan
University bilateral interaction was held
on 2nd August, 2018 at Nalanda University,

Rajgir, Bihar.

Inaugural Session
In her welcome address,  Prof. Sunaina Singh,

Vice Chancellor Nalanda University and Member,
Board of Governors, India Foundation, reiterated
Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s Act East Policy
and stressed the importance of Sino-Indian
relations for the Indian Prime Minister which she
stated is evident from the fact that PM Modi
travelled to China four times before being sworn
in as Prime Minister in 2014. Remembering
civilisational ambassadors like Hiuen Tsang, she
called for fostering mutual trust and cooperation
between the two countries as India and China were
‘natural allies’ because of their geographical

closeness. Prof. Singh stated that Sino-India
relations have been ever evolving; from the days
of the British Raj and imperialism to the informal
summit at Wuhan, which she referred to as a
landmark summit for peace, tranquillity and
confidence building measures between the two
countries in this new multipolar world. She
concluded her remarks by quoting from the poem
“The Second Coming” by W B Yeats:

“Turning and turning in the widening gyre
The falcon cannot hear the falconer;

Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold;
Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world,

The blood- dimmed tide is loosed, and everywhere
The ceremony of innocence is drowned;

The best lack all conviction, while the worst
Are full of passionate intensity”

Maj. Gen. Dhruv Katoch, Director, India
Foundation, in his introductory remarks stated that
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the main aim of this bilateral interaction was to
better understand the concerns that both India and
China may have towards each other. He noted that
in today’s global order, international relationships
have the tendency to change much faster now and
India and China must engage each other and
cooperate in the fields of climate change, NSG
memberships, dealing with rogue nations and most
of all in managing border problems. Recalling the
deep cultural ties and friendship India and China
shared in the ancient times when Nalanda
University was the global capital of learning and
knowledge, Maj. Gen. Katoch hoped for similar
days in the future.

Leading the Chinese delegation for this
bilateral, Prof. Zhang Jiadong, Director of Center
for South Asian Studies, Institute of International
Studies, Fudan University, in a Special Address,
stated that the very fact that this is the 5th round of
this bilateral indicates that this is an important and

successful dialogue. Expressing his optimism
about India-China relations, he noted that soon
China and India, together, will be the biggest
economies in the world at number one and two
respectively. As the countries grow together
economically, he hoped that they would also grow
together politically and in military might.
Speaking about the Wuhan summit, he questioned
as to why such an atmosphere allowed to be built
that the summit at Wuhan had to happen?
According to him, this signals that some things
must be changed and issues such as this and
Doklam provide an opportunity to address the
major challenges facing the two countries. He also
spoke about the importance of India-China
relations vis a vis China and US relations in the
current global order. Lastly, calling on the famous
Chinese traveller Hiuen Tsang, Prof. Jiadong said
that in spite of Hiuen Tsang not being able to speak

English nor having a passport, he has been the
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biggest cultural bridge between the two

civilisations. He hoped that in today’s age, where
both countries have more than a billion plus
population, more people to people exchanges
happen along with political and military
exchanges, this in his opinion will facilitate more
dialogue and better relations between the two
countries.

In his Keynote Address Shri Ram Madhav,
National General Secretary BJP and Member,
Board of Governors, India Foundation, highlighted
how Nalanda has been central to the Sino-Indian
relationship from ancient times. Calling them two
great ancient civilisations that have been shaped
by their ancient past and not politics, he referred
to trade between the two 1500-1600 years ago
when the Chola Empire in South India used to
trade with China for silk and other commodities.
Recalling a statement made by the former Chinese
Premier Hu Jintao, who once said that “India and
China have been good neighbours for the last two
million years and it is only in the last five decades
that there has been discord”; he said that there is
a trust deficit between the two nations and this
needs to be addressed. Speaking about the rapid

growth India and China have experienced recently,
he listed out some challenges that the two countries
face. These according to him include, terrorism,
climate change, maritime and border issues and
concerns about the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI).
Lastly, Shri Madhav said that the coming together
of these two countries here is the beginning of a
process that enables them to work together, live
together and finally live harmoniously with each
other. The inaugural session was wrapped up with
a vote of thanks by Prof. Pankaj Mohan of Nalanda
University.

Technical Session - 1
The Indo Pacific: An Arena for
Cooperation or Competition
between India and China

The first session was chaired by Shri TCA
Rangachari, former Indian Ambassador. He said
that there cannot be a beginning or end to India-
China relations. It is a continuous process since
ancient times and their relationship  must be
looked at directly, and not through the eyes of a
western prism. He emphasised the need to have
empathy for each other and learn each other’s
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languages for more exchanges between the two
countries.

Mr. Guo Xuetang, professor of international
relations and Director of the Institute of
International Strategy and Policy Analysis, Fudan
University stated that Nalanda has been central to
Buddhism and called for a unique solution to solve
our problems. He spoke about the strategic
requirements of the Indo-Pacific region which he
listed as the following: a need to develop the
economy, be a comprehensive power in the region,
build a stable environment and promote
globalisation. He also spoke about the need to
make economic growth sustainable while
addressing concerns of regional security. Prof.
Xuetang summed up by speaking on the
importance of the ASEAN region and by giving
the formula of ASEAN plus two, i.e. ASEAN plus
China and India. He hoped that this would be the
basis of a great global partnership.

Shri P. Stobdan, former Ambassador spoke of
the Indo-Pacific region with respect to its colonial
origins and the attempt to split it into different
fragmented parts in the past. Stressing that there
are multiple stakeholders in the area, he spoke of
cooperation and competition among all. Speaking
about the USA’s trade issues with China,
Ambassador Stobdan gave the example of how
Japan was able to successfully walk the thin line
between modernising and westernising. The
former Ambassador was of the opinion that if
China and India were to succeed together, they
must both be willing to share knowledge and
technology with each other.

Ms. Yang Xiaoping, a Senior Research Fellow
at the South Asia Program National Institute of
International Strategy, Chinese Academy of Social

Sciences, spoke about the need to connect India’s
development needs to that of China’s. Speaking
about the connectivity of the region, she said no
country should have a superiority claim in the
region.

Ms. Prabha Rao, Senior Fellow at Institute for
Defence Studies and Analyses (IDSA) recalled
Chanakya’s foreign policy directives with respect
to India and China, and in her opinion China must
take a leaf out of India’s approach to the region
and must adopt a less China centric approach to
the region. Lamenting on the inadequate people
to people relationships and exchanges between
China and India, she appealed for more exchanges
and for India to learn from China’s education
system, supercomputing skills and approach
towards agriculture and research & development.
She expressed concern about terrorism spill overs
coming from Syria and appealed for a clear
definition of areas of cooperation between the two.

Technical Session - 2
India-China Axis in Multilateral
Organisations in a Multipolar
World (SCO, BRICS, EAS)

The post lunch session was chaired by Prof.
Zhang Jiadong, Director of Center for South Asian
Studies, Institute of International Studies, Fudan
University. Shri Shakti Sinha, Director, Nehru
Memorial Museum and Library, called for
initiating incremental changes in the global order
by setting up more regional institutions. Speaking
about the current global order, where, according
to him, when USA is distracted internally, Russia
and China have reinvented their relationship and
where India and China are the dominant powers
in Central Asia, he recommended that the Shanghai
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Cooperation Organisation (SCO) must remove
barriers to allow better and free movement of
goods and services. He traced the origins of the
formation of BRICS and the New Development
Bank (NDB) and called for setting up of a strong
anti-terrorism security atmosphere.

Prof. Liu Zongyi, Senior Fellow at Shanghai
Institute for International Studies, compared
Eurasia to a private chess board for geo politics
in the region. Calling India the balancing power
in this region, he called for better dialogue to
resolve our issues. On a bilateral level, he
recommended to initiate a dialogue on global
governance structures where issues like India’s bid
for a seat on the UNSC, UNSC reform, issues with
climate change, terrorism and financial security.
He hoped that the two countries are able to build
better mutual strategic trust and recommended that
India becomes a member of Asia-Pacific
Economic Cooperation (APEC).

Prof. Shrikant Kondapalli of JNU, spoke
about inclusivity in multilateral organisations like
SCO, EAS and BRICS. He appealed for non-
discrimination, equality and reciprocity among
members at such forums and was of the opinion
that bilateral issues must not be brought in the
ambit of multilateral discussions. Prof. Kondapalli
also stressed on the importance of observer states
in these multilateral forums along with coherence
and institutional flexibility. He was also of the
opinion that the internet must be freely and
commonly accessible to everyone, everywhere, as
it is now a common global resource. Lastly, he
hoped that India and China are able to progress
together in the domain of transfer of technology,
especially clean and green energy. The next
speaker, Dr. Lin Minwang, Associate Professor

and deputy director of Center for South Asian
Studies, Fudan University, was of the opinion that
bilateral relations are an important pivot for
multilateral forums.

Technical Session 3
Wuhan Spirit: Building Strategic
Trust and Promoting Mutual
Cooperation

The last session, chaired by Capt. Alok Bansal,
Director, India Foundation, focused on the recently
concluded Wuhan Informal Summit. Capt. Bansal
spoke on what and on how public opinion
sometimes determines the relationship between
two nations and what is really required is to build
mutual trust between the two nations. Speaking
about the past, he said that ancient India is seen
by the world through Chinese eyes as many
Chinese travellers came to India and their
documented records have been a source of great
historical value. He spoke about India’s influence
on the growth of Chinese Buddhism in these days
and in his words, “India influenced China without
sending a single soldier” in those early days. Both
countries he said, supported a globalised world
and the emphasis and importance of family in both
cultures still ties them together. Speaking about
people to people exchanges, he said that till the
time this is not at a level as it probably should be,
Bollywood films, which are a big hit in China,
can fill the gap in the meanwhile at bringing the
communities closer. He however appealed to
increase the cap on foreign films being allowed
to be released in China. Lastly, he noted that
Pakistan occupied Kashmir and the Belt and Road
Initiative, create perception problems in India’s
relationship with China and these must be
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addressed at the earliest. Prof. Liu Jiawei,
Associate Professor and Director of Center for
South Asia-West China Development and
Cooperation Studies, Sichuan University, stated
that economic cooperation is the base for political
and strategic trust. According to him, “no country
can develop without outside help, especially of
its neighbours”. He appealed for more trade
between India and China and an improvement in
e-business relationships. Stating that physical
capital investment, trade and increased domestic
consumption were the main pillars of India’s future
growth story, he was of the opinion that China
can help India in these areas, particularly with
respect to access and availability of capital.

Shri Prafulla Ketkar, Editor, Organiser, stated
that before Wuhan, some people had started to
assume that India and China might go to war.
However, after a successful summit, the media
only reported of its resounding success as a bold
initiative to rebuild ties. Strategic tranquillity on
the borders was restored and an agreement made
for both counties to cooperate in Afghanistan.
According to Shri Ketkar, the Wuhan spirit
however went beyond all these things and created
a broad intellectual and spiritual horizon. In the
ancient times, he said both countries were
culturally immersive and made up about two-thirds
of the world’s GDP, while also ensuring a zero
sum game. He described India and China’s
relationship as circular in nature rather than a
relationship that would have ups and downs. A
never ending and always ensuing relationship, he
said that a circular relationship means that each is
always equidistant from each other and always
engaged. Moreover, none is above or below each

other; there is space for a great mutual respect.
He also believed that India and China, being Asian
countries where relationships are more ‘informal’
to say as such cannot be defined or expect to
conduct business in a ‘formal’ way, which he
described as being predominantly an Anglo-Saxon
concept. In this regard, India is now an
independent country and China has gone through
its revolution successfully, but they are still
colonised in their ideas and mind. He stressed on
the need to ‘decolonise’ with great urgency. He
described India and China as not mere sovereign
states but rather great civilisational states.

Mr. Wang Tianchan of the Shanghai Institute
of American Studies raised issues of border
terrorism and the role of ISIS in the same. He was
of the opinion that instead of the two countries
being occupied with the war on terror, they are
unfortunately stuck in a geopolitical trap against
each other and other regional and global players.

Dr. Ravi Prasad Narayan called for a need to
‘stand your ground’ for both countries.
Remembering writers such as Lu Xun and Munshi
Premchand, who were universally lauded for
messages of social justice in their writings, he
appealed for a need to have a G2, where India and
China can together impact greater global change
and champion the cause of not just the region but
also all developing nations. For example, he
stressed on the need for India and China to
cooperate on the issue of climate change and the
many demands the west often expects of us. Lastly,
he suggested that to foster better learning and
exchanges, there should be more provisions made
for student exchanges and even exchange of
credits between universities.
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Young Thinkers Meet 2018
Eshan Pandit

7
th Young Thinkers Meet (YTM), an annual

two day conclave of emerging young
thought leaders, was hosted by India

Foundation on 28-29 July, 2018 at Kasauli,

Himachal Pradesh.
In the inaugural session on “Defining New

Age Leadership”, Shri Ram Madhav, Member,

Governing Council, India Foundation said that
leadership does not mean political leadership
alone and that there are other forms of leadership

like community, social and religious leadership.
He also cited various areas of leadership like
student, trade union, farmers, civil rights, human

rights and media leadership. He welcomed
emergence of young leadership in diverse areas.
He spoke about how ideology can influence ideas

and the need for having open mind for new ideas
and having a grand vision.

Dr. Krishnagopal, Joint General Secretary of

RSS said that India’s diversity is an unmatchable
asset and that in India there is inclusiveness and
willingness to walk together. He said that

spirituality is in the genes of India and that India’s
heritage is one of wisdom, kindness, ethics and
sacrifice. He narrated the simplicity of Dr. Babu

Rajendra Prasad, who after serving as the
President of India, spent his retirement years in a
two-roomed house in an ashram in Bihar. He also

spoke about integrity and moral courage of Bipin
Chandra Pal who being editor of a paper refused
to disclose the name of a writer in his paper and

took responsibility for the publication although
the British had put him in jail for one year for the
same. He also spoke about the simplicity of

Lokmanya Bal Ganghadhar Tilak and his profound
concern for fellow countrymen. He referred to the
leadership role of Dr. Vikram Sarabhai in leading

India’s space programme in the face of adversities

FOCUSREPORT
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and challenges. Quoting APJ Abdul Kalam, he
narrated how Dr. Satish Dhawan took total
responsibility in the face of adversities and let the

then team leader Dr. Kalm address the media on
successful mission launch.

In a session on “Youth Activism in India,” Shri

V. V. Lakshminarayana, a former IPS officer
explained what motivated him to take voluntary
retirement from service in order to work in the

areas of education and rural upliftment. Hinting
that age is more an aspect of mind rather than body,
he narrated the example of Shri Daripalli Ramaiah,

a recent Padma Shree awardee, now aged about
81 years, hailing from Khammam District of
Telangana, had single handily planted over one

crore trees and how he even today at his advanced
age daily collects hundreds of seeds for plantation.
He narrated how Adi Shankaracharya did not

hesitate to break rules of Sanyas in order to
perform the last rites of his mother. Citing Lord
Budha he said that it is better to find solution rather

than merely criticise. He said that physical,
emotional, intellectual, aesthetic and relationship
wellbeing are pre-requisites for youth to be able

social activists. He said that youth has got
tremendous potential and that they must focus on
entrepreneurship and agri-activism in order to

herald transformation.
In a session on “Activism-based Politics at

the Grassroots,” Ms. Roopa Ganguly, Member of

Parliament (Rajya Sabha) from West Bengal said
that although she entered politics at the age of 50
years, she has been doing social work from much

earlier.  She said that one of the fundamentals of
grassroot politics is to stand against injustice. She
said that leaders have to be accessible to

karyakarthas round the clock and must lead from
the front. She narrated challenging circumstances
in West Bengal because of political violence

unleashed by the ruling party and sometimes the
partisan attitude of the police forces.

Shri Anurag Thakur, Member of Parliament
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(Lok Sabha) recollected how he despite being
youngest president of BCCI got constructed, in
short span of five years, seven stadiums in

Himachal Pradesh including the one at
Dharamshala, which is hailed as one of the most
beautiful stadiums in the world. He referred to the
importance of physical wellbeing and narrated his

experience of starting and expanding mobile
healthcare vehicles which are rendering great
services in remote areas of Himachal Pradesh. He

said that social and political movements result in
emergence of new leaders. He recalled his
experience of leading the moment to host the

national flag in Kashmir. He also recalled how he
as president of Bharatiya Janata Yuva Morch with
brief planning and quick execution organised more

than 2000 programmes all over the country against
the then corrupt administration of UPA.

All the sessions included an interaction with

the participants. Mr. Pema Khandu, Chief Minister
of Arunachal Pradesh spoke about his experiences
in politics and government and the tourist potential

of Arunachal Pradesh. A mock parliament session
witnessed active participation from the
participants who were divided into various

political parties with floor leaders. There were
some interesting presentations - Mr. Shobhit
Mathur and Mr. Sahil Agarwal made a presentation

on ‘Making Young India Friends for Our
Geostrategic Future”; Mr. Kishen Shastry KS on
“Religious-Political Leadership: Rajaji’s

pertinence today”; Ms. Temecula Imsong on
“Leadership - A few experiments”; Mr. Amitabh
Soni on “Bringing together the farmers, the

labourers & students for social change - Learning
from strategies devised on the ground”; Ms.
Manoshi Sinha on “New Age Leadership in the

Context of History”; Mr. Vishal Ajjampur on
“Sport as a tool for Diplomacy and Socioeconomic
Development”; Mr. Raghav Pandey on “The Need

for Presidential form of Government; Mr. Akshat
Goel on “New Product Development for the
Emerging Economies”; and Mr. Praket Arya on

“Are Leaders Born or Nurtured?”
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India Foundation Delegation Visit to Brussels and Berlin
Apurv Kumar Mishra

A delegation from India Foundation visited
Brussels, Belgium and Berlin, Germany
from June 24-29, 2018 with a view to

exchanging views on foreign and security policy
with experts, politicians and military officials
from the European Union and Germany to
understand key German and European security
institutions. The visit was organised by the India
office of Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung (KAS).

Meeting at Brussels
Interaction with Mr. Gunnar Wiegand,

Managing Director Asia and Pacific, European
External Action Service: 25 June 2018

Mr Wiegand spoke about a warming of the
EU-India relations and acknowledged the
successful visit of Smt. Sushma Swaraj, Minister
of External Affairs, Government of India, earlier
in the month. However, even under its present EU-
Asia strategy, there is a very strong effort to grow
the engagement beyond trade to other policy areas
like cross-border terrorism, cyber-security and
migration. He mentioned that EU has set up a

Permanent Structured Cooperation on security and
defense (PESCO) to strengthen regional security
and this forum has already identified 17
collaborative projects. The EU has also set up a
Peace Facility to fund conflict prevention
operations abroad outside the EU budget. The EU
has signed Framework Participation Agreements
with South Korea, New Zealand and Australia for
crisis management operations and hopes to sign
one with India. The EU partners with China in
the Indian Ocean to combat piracy and in maritime
security operations.

Mr. Wiegand emphasised that the 2016 US
elections and Brexit have increased the EU’s
interest in Asia and it wants to be India’s main
partner in its modernisation drive. Acknowledging
the Indian Prime Minister’s speech at 2018
Shangri-La Dialogue, he highlighted the
convergences with India on regional security and
principled connectivity. The fiscal sustainability
of Chinese infrastructure projects like Hambantota
port was discussed.

He noted that practical co-operation with India

FOCUSREPORT
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is “still to be discovered” and highlighted the need
to understand how we can work together in a third
country. India and EU have a common view on
navigation and rules-based order for the Indian
Ocean Region. Both sides should have a high-level
dialogue on these issues. For example, the Indian
Navy could assist vehicles of the World Food
Program in the Indian Ocean like Chinese warship
did earlier this year. The EU would solicit high level
Indian participation for their Ocean Conference to
be held in Berlin in October this year.

Interaction with Dr. Wolfgang Klapper,
Ambassador and Vice-President, East West
Institute

Dr Klapper was joined by Mr. Kawa Hassan,
Director, Middle East and North Africa Program
Regional Security Initiative and Ms. Annie
Gowan, Program Associate, Afghan Regional
Security Initiative for this round of interaction.
Dr. Klapper explained that the East West Institute
(EWI) played a key role in building trust between
traditional rivals like Iran and Saudi Arabia which
held a dialogue in 2015. Other examples include
Algeria-Morocco Business Dialogue and
Afghanistan-Pakistan dialogue.

The EWI delegation focused on their Afghan
Reconnected Process program and emphasised
that a peaceful Afghanistan was the link to
countries of East and West and that link was now
broken. EWI was of the view that Gwadar and
Chabahar ports can be used complementarily. On
One Belt One Road (OBOR), the EWI delegation
submitted that the EU had become more skeptical
because benefits were not immediately visible.
Due to unequal market access, even European
companies are facing unfair competition from
Chinese companies which are protected by the
state. On West Asia, the EWI delegation

mentioned that there is no counter narrative to ISIS
and conflicts in Syria and Iraq have aggravated
instability in the region.

Interaction with Major General Giovanni
Manione, Deputy Director General, European
Union Military Staff

Major General Manione gave a broad outline
of the functioning of the European Union Military
Staff. He stated that while the EU was a political
and economic union, and it had to create military
capability which could intervene during a crisis.
Some operations of the EU Military include
Operation Sophia in Mediterranean and Operation
Atlanta in Gulf of Eden. The operational command
of the military mission was nationally owned but
lent to the EU and there is a multinational staff at
the EU Headquarters. He clarified that unlike
NATO which had a civil component to protect
military alliance, EU had a military component to
achieve civil goals. The EU Military Staff was a
humanitarian organisation and unlike NATO
military, was just an instrument to achieve limited
political objectives. He made it clear that the EU
Military Staff was not a replacement for NATO
and that the EU depended on NATO for its
security.

Interaction with Mr. Gabor Iklody
(Director, Crisis Management and Planning,
European External Action Service (EEAS))

Mr Ikody stated that the unit was an instrument
for EU Common Security and Defence Policy and
in charge of operational and civilian planning. It
was an integrated civil and military entity. He
noted that although defence expenditure of EU
members had declined in the last decade, they were
still spending 220 billion Euro per year which was
more than the defence budget of Russia and China.
Closer security and defence cooperation is now
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being demanded by population of Europe due to
security concerns emanating from a threat of
terrorism on European soil and of hybrid warfare
from Russia in the East. Consequently, military
cooperation is no longer unpopular and member
states are looking to collaborate and invest more
in security. Countries are focusing on total defence
approach and whole of government approach at
national level and EU is looking for defence co-
operation with international partners. Indian
partnership in this effort would be welcomed by
the EU.

Interaction over Breakfast:
26 June 2018

The delegation participated in an event over
breakfast, on the topic “Geopolitical Trends and
Challenges: Implications for India’s Regional
Security” which saw participation from various
foreign missions in Brussels, think-tanks and
political establishment.

Interaction with Mr. Elmar Brok, MEP,
Member of Delegation for relations with India
and Committee on Foreign Affairs, European
Parliament

Mr Brok highlighted his concerns about Belt
and Road Initiative (BRI) being one of the most
aggressive initiatives by China to get dependence
of other countries including in Europe. Member
states of EU had finance but need to develop a
coherent economic and security strategy. He noted
that the cancellation of TPP has created a vacuum
in Indo-Pacific and that is of concern to European
companies looking for open market access. He
stated that Chinese companies are like family
owned companies which can plan for the long-
term and because of their economic strength, they
insist on trade only on Chinese terms. Mr. Brok

however expressed optimism over the long term
future of India.

Interaction with General Mikhail
Kostarakos, Chairman, European Union
Military Committee

General Kostarakos expressed hope for
greater military exchange with India. He said that
EU is not a military alliance and EEAS functions
as its combined military and diplomatic arm. EU
was interested in keeping sea lines of
communication open and wanted to work together
with India on maritime security. He said that the
EU has extensive trade with China, and that the
trade component with India could increase. On
EU’s military role, he stated that the EU relied on
NATO for defence and that the EEAS was
primarily focussed on border security, cyber and
cyber threats.

Meetings at Berlin
Interaction with Mr. Jan Techau, Senior

Fellow and Director, Europe Program, German
Marshall Fund

Mr Techau focused his presentation on the loss
of order at three levels: within EU, in transatlantic
relations and domestically within member
countries. It was a consequence of the adaption
of an old political system to the new social realities
of a united Europe. Deep integration with a single
currency and one social policy is being met with
resistance. This, combined with external pressure
is a double whammy for stability of EU and it is
facing adaptation stress.

Mr. Techau’s assessment was that at the
transatlantic level, relations are going through an
existential crisis. The US has always played a
protective and pacifying role for Europe as a
dominant military power with its nuclear umbrella.
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European rivalries were redundant in face of
American military supremacy, which resulted in
a trust infusion within Europe. However, the US
no longer has its old disciplining power and its
internal pacifying and protective role has
diminished. Within countries, Mr. Techau was of
the view that there was a sovereign backlash
against EU so that big compromise is no longer
possible. There is already a strong anti-EU
sentiment in Austria, Poland and Italy. Refugee
influx and ageing population is further
complicating the governance in Eurozone.
However, EU is a relatively prosperous region. It
can bleed without noticing for a long time and for
now, the old system still holds. For example, at
the NATO summit member countries committed
to the 2% spending on defence. However the
centre of gravity is moving away from Europe and
Indo-Pacific is now the soup kitchen of global
stability.

He stated that the rise of China imbalances
this fragile system to create the same crisis of
order. OBOR is primarily a land-based initiative
to circumvent USA’s domination of the seas and
its impact is already being felt in the voting
behaviour of countries in European Council (for
example “16+1 initiative” of China). Chinese lure
of wealth tends to dominate strategic concerns but
for European countries this contradiction of
getting rich with Chinese intervention and
becoming secure with American military power
cannot continue for long. There is no immediate
replacement for the US security guarantee. He
concluded by noting that technological evolution
is adding up as a disrupting force. While modernity
and hyper-globalisation are uprooting societies,
they are also adding to wealth creation.

Interaction with Dr. Christian Wagner,
Senior Fellow, Research Group Asia of SWP

Dr Wagner highlighted the difference between
South Asia, Southern Asia, Extended
Neighbourhood and Indo-Pacific—each being a
progressively larger geographical concept. China’s
BRI was changing South Asia and the conception
of the region. He noted that regionalism in South
Asia was weak and all nations in the region played
the China card. There was more bilateral trade with
China than intra-regional trade and therefore no
incentive for regional cooperation. India was,
accordingly, cooperating with other powers to
respond to BRI with initiatives like North-South
Transport Corridor and India-Africa Growth
Corridor.

With respect to Germany, Dr. Wagner noted
that it seems to have recently discovered the Indian
Ocean. German foreign policy is embedded in EU
and transatlantic cooperation with no clearly
defined national interest. There is a belief that
every crisis will lead to deeper integration in
Europe. Germany prefers multilateral intervention
on security issues and must cooperate with other
European countries to ensure integration of
Muslim population in various parts of Europe. Dr.
Wagner observed that there seemed to be the EU
over-reach especially in East Europe. A new
equilibrium was being reached between the EU
and its member states that seem to have taken back
some sovereignty from the EU. On German
domestic politics, Dr. Wagner concluded by saying
that a 10% vote for the far right parties was normal
for any industrialised country and it was a sign
that Germany was becoming a normal country.

Interaction with Mr Markus Koob, Member
of Parliament and Member of the Committee on
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Foreign Affairs, along with other members of
German-Indian Group of Parliaments

The subject of discussion was on Germany’s
current international and security challenges and
its relations with India. Mr. Koob stated that EU-
China relations were ambivalent although at the
moment it looked like China was a more reliable
partner than the USA. Mr. Timon Gremmels of
SDP noted that closer relations with India was
desirable and there should be presidential and
prime-ministerial visits every year not just once
in three years.

Mr. Gerald Otten of AFD began by acknowle-
dging that Europe shares more values with India
than with China. However, within EU, there is no
common view on India-EU relations. French
dignitaries visit India regularly and are reliable
partners of India in defence and nuclear power.
Germany, on the other hand, is investing on the
civil side.  He noted that EU was divided over
China and needed a more united approach.
Chinese model of trade and foreign investment
was one in which European companies were given
restricted access while their technology was taken.
On the other hand, Chinese companies had free
access in Europe, which was problematic. This
was similar to the concerns raised by Mr. Elmar
Brok about business model of Chinese companies.
Mr. Otten concluded by saying that Europe needs
Asian countries. Therefore Europe must
understand that China will be good partners with
Europe only as long as they need Europe while
India will be a more permanent partner due to
shared values.

In course of the interactions there was
exchange of views on security situation in
Afghanistan and Iraq-Syria and the MPs noted that

the situation in both countries was neither stable
nor optimistic in the near future. Finally MPs
reiterated the need to conclude a Free Trade
Agreement between India and EU to further
deepen our relationship.

Interaction with Dr. Gunter Krings,
Parliamentary State Secretary in the Federal
Ministry of Interior, Building and Community

Dr Krings discussed BMI in the context of
national and international security requirements.
His presentation was primarily focused on threat
of radical Islam, especially from foreign returned
fighters of ISIS to Germany and on the threat of
cyber-attacks. He highlighted the difference in
number of security personnel between India and
Germany which had a much smaller force. This
was further complicated by the fact that due to
extreme federalism, Germany had a decentralised
security structure with a relatively weak police.
This was a legacy of Second World War. As a
result, borders were not guarded well enough and it
resulted in unchecked migration in the period around
2015. Germany has learnt from this experience and
security laws have been amended but it was desirable
to create security laws at EU level.

Several ISIS fighters and jihadis who returned
were actually German citizens and it was very
difficult to turn them away. They mingled with
migrants freely and could easily radicalise such
migrants. This bespoke of the need for greater
reliance by security personnel on intelligence
networks. He observed that the war on terrorism
was always in conflict with privacy norms and
one had to strike a balance. While data privacy
should be built into the digital architecture, there
should be need-based access because the threat
of extremism was too overwhelming to be ignored.
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Interaction over Breakfast:
28 June 2018

The engagement was on “India: Current
Security and Foreign Policy Challenges”. The
panelists were Mr. Swapan Dasgupta and Major
General Dhruv Katoch from the India Foundation
delegation along with Brigadier General Rainer
Meyer zum Felde, Senior Fellow at Institute for
Security Policyat Kiel University. The discussion
was moderated by Dr. Garima Mohan, Research
Fellow at Global Public Policy Institute, Berlin.
The interaction was attended by members of
various think tanks.

Mr Dasgupta gave his views on the upcoming
2019 Indian general elections and the possible
outcome scenarios. General Katoch spoke on
‘Geo-Strategic Shift in South Asia’. Brigadier
Meyer made several key observations on
challenges to EU on the east from Russia and from
the south by migration crisis and ISIS. He noted
that Germany had outsourced security to western
institutions like NATO and EU. While there was
some instability due to the present dispensation
in the USA, he concluded that US would continue
to remain a reliable power for Europe. He also
cautioned about the rise of China as an European
power and its attempts to gain influence in Eastern
Europe using unhealthy lending practices.

Interaction with Commodore Axel Deertz,
Head of Division 22, the Federal Chancellery

The subject discussed was “Germany’s
current international and security challenges with
reference to India in context of Global
Governance”. Commodore Deertz highlighted the
twin problems of migration crisis and Russian

aggression as key security challenges for Europe.
The message coming from USA is that EU must
do more for its security. He stated that NATO has
remained the backbone of collective defence for
Europe and EU military simply complements it.

Interaction with Mr. Mark Hauptmann,
Head of the International Commission for
Foreign Affairs, European Affairs and Security
Policy

The agenda for discussion was “International
and security challenges in the current
parliamentary term.” Mr Hauptmann focused his
remarks on energy security and trade agreements.
He noted that Germany had made substantial
investments to shift to renewables energy,
including providing subsidy to individual farmers
engaged to become energy producers. While
talking about a pending FTA agreement with India,
he was apprehensive about the end of a US-led
international trade regime. He acknowledged that
concluding FTAs was not easy and depends on
the country involved. While FTAs had been
successfully concluded with countries in Asia like
Japan, South Korea, Australia and New Zealand,
it been more than 10 years since FTA was being
negotiated with China without success.

Concluding Remarks
The visit was fruitful and well-coordinated by

the India office of KAS. It provided a deep
understanding of EU security concerns and
highlighted the fact that India and the EU can
cooperate on a large number of issues, both
economic and security related. Such initiatives
will be met with a positive response by the EU.
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No policy planning document has survived
contact with the vicissitudes of
international politics.” The book, ‘The

Most Dangerous Place: A History of United States
in South Asia’, paraphrases Helmuth von Moltke
in the context of how the assumption that US

foreign relations typically tend to treat South Asia
as peripheral to the concerns of American
policymakers, may prove to be sincerely

misleading. The author, Srinath Raghavan,
submits that the periphery often ends up imposing
itself on policymakers concerned with core

challenges and his book is well supplied with the
history of United States and South Asia
acknowledging the theory. The text develops this

rationale beyond the most overwhelming
coincidence of the India-China War and Cuban
Missile Crisis in 1962. For instance, in recognising

how - “Historians have in recent years encouraged
us to understand the Indian rebellion of 1857-58
and the American Civil War of 1861-65 as part of

a series of inter-regional shocks that divided the
nineteenth century and had global ramifications.”

BOOK REVIEW

“
‘The Most Dangerous Place’ is a compelling

and consuming read that accurately reproduces the

history of United States in South Asia across the
spectrum of traditional exchanges and official
relationships. The book borrows its label from the

US President Bill Clinton’s vexed remark of 2000,
“The most dangerous place in the world today, I
think you could argue, is the Indian subcontinent

and the line of control in Kashmir.” The author’s
motive is to draw a frame of reference for
American hegemony in South Asia that has

observed interplay of coercion and consent over
the past two centuries. Srinath Raghavan has
worked on three key dimensions of the United

States’ interaction with the South Asian region -
Power, Ideology and Culture. “If ideology and
culture set the parameters for the pursuit of power,

strategic and economic encounters also impinged
on the domain of culture and shook the
kaleidoscope of ideology.” Hence the book is a

review and more so an evaluation of the historical
experiences from the perspectives of both
governance and diplomacy, and people of the two
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regions - from traders and missionaries,

economists and musicians, architects and
agronomists.

In chapter one, ‘Fortune, Fantasy and Faith’,

Srinath Raghavan documents an exhaustive Indo-
American trade narrative for the period 1784 to
1878, and then colours the vital statistics with

human impressions. For example, to illustrate
diminishing trade with India, the author notes
factual nuances of the United States Embargo Act

of 1807 and then recites a wistful passage from
Boston merchant J.D. Alden’s journal,

“Though absent I recall thy charms

And wish - as lovers when part -
I’d like the vine, a thousand arms
to clasp thee, hold thee, to my heart.”

The book maintains this equilibrium in
historical records and implied anecdotes till the
conclusion. In chapter ten - ‘The New Century’,

the author explains how globalisation enabled the
diffusion in India of American popular and
consumer culture to an unprecedented degree. This

argument is then substantiated by a series of case
studies referring to adaptation of American brands
to Indian sensibilities. Perhaps, it is this paradigm

that assigns a sense of immediacy to the book.
For the readers, this book becomes the source

of a binary discourse. One, of singular lessons

presented by American intervention in South Asia
that includes streamlining the education model and
mushrooming an ecosystem of modernity. Two,

of complex geopolitical learning induced by
American influence in South Asia that
incorporates the nuclear pursuits and Islamist

politics of the region. On these lines, the reading
contains overtones of frequently silent

interchanges between America and South Asia,

primarily India, Pakistan and Afghanistan.
‘The Most Dangerous Place’ is intended less

as a portrait of the geographies than as a picture

of an era through which America and South Asia
have co-existed and mutually transitioned. It is a
fascinating book written with skilled research and

generous annotations. Srinath Raghavan has done
absolute justice to his repute as India’s leading
historian and political analyst. When measured

against the archival base and literary
superstructure, the reading conveys a relative
charm in Indo-American affinity. The conclusion

of the book commences with Walt Whitman -
Passage to India (1870),

“Passage to you, your shores,

ye aged fierce enigmas!
Passage to you, to mastership of you,
ye strangling problems!

You, strew’d with the wrecks of skeletons,
that, living, never reach’d you!”
In the contemporary world, when the United

States is expressing an erratic etiquette under the
Trump administration and the protectionist
culture; Afghanistan is collapsing under the

Taliban harassment and internal conflict; Pakistan
is anticipating a change in the Civil-Military
relations with the coming of a new government;

and India is beholding transformational challenges
in becoming an emerging power, the book attains
greater significance. By illuminating the patterns

of the past, this sweeping history of United States
in South Asia becomes a source of encouragement
to researchers to delve deeper into the paradoxes

graphing the unique inflexion points of the most
dangerous place in the world.








